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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
every day, (Sunday excel ted.) at No. 1 Printers’
Exchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, Proprietor.
Term*:—Eight Dollars a year in advance.
ESP* Single copies 4 cents.

FURNITURE!

l'il E MAINE STATE PRESS, is
published at the
( lace every Thursday morning at $2.80 a vear;
paid in advance $2.00 a year.

saute

it

Kates of Advertising.—One inch ot space, in
length ol column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 78 cents per
week after; three insertions, or
less, $1.00; continuevery other day alter first week, 80 cents.
ityHall
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
week, $1.00; 50 cents pe .* week alter.
Under head oi “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Special Notices, $1.25 per squire tor the first
insertion, and 25 cents per square lor each suhse-

subsequent

Hair,

First-Class

A

CO.,

Merchants,

Crockery

BE

MUST

Bole Wholesale Agents for Boston Match Oc.

pertaining

SOLD

Mattresses {

giving

are

Persons

Flour anti Produce!

of

£3^ Consignments respectfully solicited.

By permission

reler to Dana St Co., J, W. PerH. Drummond. Burgess, Fobes St
novl6u2w

JOHN

DEPUTY

Maine.

OF

Selling

Street, Portland.
Invite the special attention ot the Iradeqf Maine
to their large 6tock of
140 Middle

FALL

Cost!

at

OF EVERY

Boston

Theatre.

COUNSELLOR
29,

Room

No. 143

LAW,

House,
MASS.

OF

Singing

Tin Plates,
Best Refined Bar Iron,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates tor Roofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and AmericanSlieet
Rivet Iron. Swart Ircru.
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and RG Sheet Iron
Ship and Railroad Spikes. Imitation and FrenchPolOval and half round Iron,
ished Sheet Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway ami Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
and Shapes,
Banca, Straits & Eng Tin
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel ot every description, Kettles,
Tinmen’s ftiruish’g goods, Iron Wire, &c., Stc.

(now occupied by
TERMS,

THE

Mr, C. C. Tolman, Stove Dealer,
No,

CO.,

20 Market Square.

orders for Coul or Wood left with him will
be attended to with promptness and difpatch.
On hand a good assortment of Coals, also
All

HARD AND SOFT WOOD.
EVANS

&

GREENE,

N, 183 Commercial

bead

Nt,
Wharf.

iircinptly attended "o.
109 I'cderul Mi., JPorlland, Mr.
d&wtt
sep28

of Smith’,

Oct 5, !S68-eod3m

FOB

VINTON,

and

LESSONS.

subscribers having made arrangements for
the convenience ot the Public, with

and

Attorney

Oc-

Coal and Wood.

All}kinds of Plumbing Materials.

Counsellor,

!

JZALE

MM FM'IMT

/M

CHAM.

Portland

Machinists,

Manutactarers of
Bank House and Fire Proof Safes,

12
43
14
15
16

Manchester,

CLAIR V OYANT !
\

AND

Physician /

Has returned

to Portland, and taken rooms at the
STATES HOTEL, tor a lew days only.

Certificates of Cares*
This is to certify that Mrs Manchester has doctored
In my family for six years, with marked success.
She has cured my wite of dropsy in its worst tor in ;

My daughter of spinal disease of five years standing;
a sister of deafness and catarrh:
my father of blindness. And I would recommend ner to the
public as a
skilful physician, and every way worthy of patronage.
JOHN HODSDON.
Portland, Maine. June 29th 1868.
A Very Remarkable Cure of Cancer.
This is to certify that I called on Mrs. Manchester, the Clairvoyant Physician, last summer, with
what physicians call a Rose Cancer on my arm.—
Five different physicians said I must have my arm
taken off. I did not teel willing to submit to that
treatment; consequently they told me they could

anything

Dot do
cures of Mrs.

forme. Hearing of the wonderful
M. I thought, as the last resort, I
would consult her. I did so on the 26th ot
June* and
at this time my arm is as well as the other. I have
no appearance ot cancer or any disease of the arm.
I must truly say I think her a Great Physician.
I
advise every one to go and see her; if slu cannot
cure you she will tell you so at once.

SARAH GETCHELL.

Lewiston, Nov 26, 1867.

I hereby certify that I have been deaf for twentyfive years; have had perpetual noises in my head,
and have been under treatment of many different
without receiving any benefit. I have
physicians
been under the car« of Mrs Manchester for six
months and my bearing is completely restored; the
noises In my head have ceased entirely, and my general health is perfect. 1 heartily recommend her to

similarly

afficted.

MRS. LUCY CARR.
noldtf

Lisbon, Me.. Oct 15,1867,

M?&~d3m
Cbas. Staples,

Chas.

BOOK,

STREET,
PORT!,AND, ME,
Stap'es, Jr., Geo. L. Damon.

Job

of

Conductor* made to

Wm.
Nelson Tenney.
done.
HtS^Kepalring neatly

E.

T.

A*EW

Me.

FAST

aul7dtf

PftCSSES,

SHAW,

'The oldest and only well known)

BILL

TYPE,

G. Sampson,

SUPERIOR PRINTING!

POSTER,

PORTLAND,

We

ME

Oraers left at this

otfice,

or at

the office ot the

are now

adding

LARGE

Daily

Press, icy Excliange st, or Eastern Argus 113 Exchange st, will xereive prompt attention. Baggage
rucked to and ironi the Depots. Ushers and doorjune6-dtf
tenders provided when desired.

——

our

office

a

STOCK

Latest and Best

SOLICITS

J.

I

IMMENSE
THE
store

For Jobbing Purposes I

P AIMTEH.

Advances made on Goods to tbe
Island ol Cuba.

Co.,
CsugrpRs Nt, Portland, Me,
beck &

One door above

jal2dtf

MeB8M.0HUR0HLL,BROWNS & MANSON

Brown.

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports ot the Island, and their connections with the
first class Houses ot tlie Island, make this a desirable mode tor parties wishing to ship Goods to that

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Gas

and
No.

Steam

TYPE

JflET^LE

Fitters !

market,

*11 Union Street, Portland.

Portland, 16 Dec. 1867.

Houses fitted with Pipes lor Gas, steam or
Water, in a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
warranted.mayl dtt

Save

dc16tf

Your

Money!

beautihave theii Dresses Dyed in
SHERIDAN & QEIITITH8~
ful
LADIES
jor One Dollar at the
PLASTERERS, Old Portland and Saco Dye House,
a

can
manner

Orders receivod at .r28 Congress St., No 9 Fore bt,
Congress st.
C£P“Goodi of any description dyed at low rates
and at short notice.
H. BURKE.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,
PORTLAND, ME.
NO. 0 SOUTH ST.,
ry Prompt attention paid to all kiiidsof Jobbing
apr22dtf
our line.

and No 432

'

PURITY FOR THE HAIR I
|FOR SALB
BY

PRICE

__

75

STEELING SELVES WAKE
AND

i Ine

Electro-Plated

idayand Bridal Gilts.
well-known and unrivalled
They otter also their
Nickel Silver Electro-Plated Ware, in which they
have Introduced new pattens ol rare elegance. The
Solid Silver is guaranteed to be of sterling purity by
U. S. Mint essay. The Electro-Plate is guaranteed
Orders
to be superior to the finest Sheflield ware.
received lrom the trade only, but these goods may
he obtained lrorn responsible dealers everywhere.
Trade
i+ 1
Mark
Xrade Mark

l^J

Sliver.

ceum

No article was ever placed before e i ublie composed of sucb perfect ingredients lor promolirg the
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
desired position. It prevents Ihehair havinga harsh,
wiry look. It prevents all irritated, Itching scalp
skin. It affords abeautlfhlly rich lustre. Its effect*
will outlast any other preparation.

Ware!

THE GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO., OF
PROVIDENCE, R. I, having the largest manufactory
in the world, with tlie most Imot Solid Silver Ware
and employing the most skilled
proved machinery,
to otter an unequalled variety ol
laoor, are enabled
in Dinner Services, Tea
new and beautitul designs
adapted for HoiServices, and every article specially

tor

AliL

Druggists*

No. 10 Cress St., Portland. Me.
Sales lv00m foot o! Temple St, opp. Falmouth

|

Assayeb’8 Office, I
st., Boston. )
Messrs. HuRSEtE, WOOD & C0„
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell’s Purity tor
the Hair and am familiar wim the formula with
whlchit is made.
This preparation contains Ingredients which give
to It the desirable characters ot a superior hair dressing. Is free from Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Alkalies, and may be used with entire saletv.
State

20 State

Respectfully,
8.
(Signed)
State

Plate.

GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,

uoieod&wlimo Salesroom No a Maiden Uane, N.Y.

??

BANKRUPT STOCK

now

in

Casco St.,

Will be soil at retail at less than wholesale pi ices by
case.
“Loud talk,” but true. Do you doubt it?
Come and see.

the

Look Here ! Ladies Rubbers which cannot he bought at wholesale for less
than 70 cts will he sold for 60
cents per pair.
O^The whole stock in proportion. Call and be
shod for the winter lor less money than you ever before paid for similar goods.
Remember the place, 4 Casco st.
oc22TT&Slm

Rare

Chance !

FOUNDRY

SALE!

FOR

well known

Green Sts.,
Foundry situated
well lurnished with all the conveniences for the
THE
will be sold at
of the

business,

ill

on

a

health of the occupant.
Terms made easy.

Apply

bargain,

on

account

on the premises, JOHN
Portland. Me., or R. T. DODGE, Ipswich,
octl0-eort6w

to L. B. GRAHAM

DODGE,
Maas.

Mew Flour Store.
LATHAM,

HAVE

ly on hand a large assortment of
Choice Southern & Western Flour
which they are prepared to sell at from lour (4)
to eight (s) dollars below former prices.
The following brands may be found In onr stock:
Brilliant St. I.ouis, Gothic,
do
Prairie Belle
Castle,
Columbus .1, do
Quincy Eagle,
Queen of the West, Rawson’s Minnesota
Glenwood, Ac., lie.
Bertschy’s Best,
Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give
us a call before purchasing.
LATHAM, BUTLER & CO.
Novembers, 1868. dtf

Boot-s and Shoes,

50
Kidney-Disease, Gravel,
Debility, Heminal
Emissions, Involuntary Dis1 00
charges
Sore Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinary Weakness, wetting bed, 50
Paiuful Periods, with Spasms,
50
1 00
2.U?rri*BS at Chan9* of Life,
®P*,*Poy.Spasms,St.VitusTl>ance,l00
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Throar. 50

*1

34

OF

Cheap, Cheaper, Cheapest I
Now is the time to
buy your Winter
Boots I
Whole Stock Must be Sold within 60 days.

to

DANA HAYES,
lor Massachusetts.

jyPrepared only by J, C. HURSELL & CO.,
No5 Chatham Row, Boston.
mav 8 ThSTu
ly
iy Sold by W, F. Phillips & Go., and H. H. Hay,
Wholesale Druggists, Portland.

Suit

Everybody.

VST" Please call and examine

our

purchasing.

goods before

J. W. BOUCHER & 00.,
No. lO Temple St.

Medical Notice.
G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
tentlonto Disea es ottbe Eye. No. 3011 CougressSt
Office hours from 11 A. M. to 1P.M.

May

tl

Cash

Of 35 large rials,

nioroeco

W1NTHROP O. RAY, Agent.
Portland, Not. 9,1868. M&Thti

Fire Insurance!
Hide and Leather Ins. Oo.,

Capital $300,000.
Insure against all Los*

or Damage by Fire
reasonable rrtes of Premium.

at

OFFICE 901

THE
the public in taking policies.

Commencing business only in April last, it has
been received with so much favor that its assurances
already amount to over $1,000,000 and rapidly Increasing day by day.
From the character of Its Directors—all ot whom
are personally interested in its stock—and from its
method ot declaring dividends—upon the PARTNERSHIP PLAN—a full explanation ot which is
given in the circulars—it is honestly believed that
persons insuring in this company, will, alter a lew
years, have decidedly better chances i#r dividends,
than in any other
company.
Policies are issued in all the forms in present use,
and on the most liberal lerras with respect to rates,
division ot profits, restrictions on occupation and

travel.
A loan of one third made when
desired, or commutation made in lieu ot dividend, and all policies
absolutely von-forfeitable atter second annual payment.

Crosmun & Co, Agents*

Sweetzor and

dc6eodly

Board qf Local Reference in Portland:
Hon, Israel Washburn, Jr., William Deering, Esq.

THE

is the BEST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—It is the most Economical and gives the
best heat.
Third—It will not clinker, and for durability and
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It always comes the same.

DIAMOND AND LORBERY.
we

Sugar-Loaf Lehigh.

McAllister &

Mutual Insurance
Mutual.

Capital, $5,300,000.

Also

customers,

we

have

SOFT

WOOD !

Match_ Corporation.

Non-Forfeiting!]

John W.
Oct

21-eod3m

MuDger

&

the Star

to the public
claim
Match,
INforoffering
them the following advantages to the consumviz:
other

a

On

the

day

1st

ot

January,

Cash Capital,

Match.

They answer both for Splint and Card Matches.
They do not black the wall when rubbed on it.
They are packed in fine shipping order, in cases
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm

are

the sole Selling Agents

for the corporation.
E. P, GKRRISH,
J. S. MARRETT,
MANASSEH

$200,000

Surplus,

HARD

dtl

Total Assets,

$351,877 12

$351

)

\ Directors.
SMITH, )

HARD PINE FLOORING AND STEP.

by
STETSON & POPE,

For Sale

Wharf and Dock, First, cornet of E Street. Ofllc.
bio. 10 State Street, Boston.
may27df*m

FLOUR!
Oats, Corn, Rye,

&c.

200
175

Barrels Baltimore Extra Flour*
“
“
“
Family
“
lOO
choice Kiln Dried Meal.
4,500 Bushels Prime Oate.
«•
«
400
Yellow Corn.

Cargo

of

Schooner

«•

Bye.

Hud and Frank,"
Also for sale,

just arrived.

Buckwheat, by

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head and No. 6 Long Wharf*
Notice.—We shall continue to make a specialty
supplying families with Good Flocb, all of
which we warrant.
October 30,1868. dlwteodtf
of

MADAM AIIMAND,

$300,838
of

Blanks,
Labels
AJTD

Work!

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Business Cards,
Address Cards,

Wedding Cards,
Tickets,

i

Department. J

Be it known unto all to whom these presents come,
that the
City Insurance Company,of the City
of Albany, in the State of New York, having been
admitted to do business in this Commonwealth
under the laws thereot, and having duly complied
with all said laws,and being possessed of the requisite
funds and investments, is rally authorized to transact the business ot Fire and Marine Insurance withiu this Commonweath. JOHN E. SANFORD,

duly

Marine and Fire Insurance,
CURRENT

Portland—Office

John W.

RATES.

166 Fore St.

& Son,

Mnnger

Agents.

“ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance

Cheap

am the

Cheapest

AT THB

Portland Press Office,

New York, wishes to inform the ladies
ol Portland that she > has Just opened her New
at 109 middle Wired, opposite
Establishment,
the Falmouth Hotel, where she intends to carry on the Newest and most

Styles in Dress & Oloak

Making,

and hopes, by keeping the Latest and most Fashionable Patterns always on band, and strict attention to
business, to be able to suit her Customers, and receive the patronage of the Ladies ot Portland.
0r"Apprentiee wanted.
oct2*-dSm

Licensed_Plumbers,
undersigned Lave been licensed by the PortrpHE
X land Water Co, to do Water Plumbing under the
guaranty ot the Co. We are now prepared to reto all calls in our line, and to supply pipe ot
spond
all kinds upon the most reasonable termsPersons
wishing to obtain water cannot be too early in applying, as no services can be put in during the winCHARLBN

August 26th,

PEARCE

dc

CO.,
5 Union Street.
au27d3m

1868.

EXTRA

C. W. BELKNAP’S

annually,

ums terminated
tificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per ceut. for 1867.

Thirteen
The companv has Assets, over
million Dollars, viz:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864,485
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
-leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,868
Cash in Bank
373,374

*13,108,177

v

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
w. H. H. Moore,

trusters:
Wm.

Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickersglll,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas.H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot,
Wm. E. Dodge,Francis Sklddy,
David Lane,
James Bryce. ~_«s
Charles P. Burdett,
Daniel S. Miller,
Paul Spofford,

Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. GalUard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,
Beni- Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Rubt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,)
Fred’k Chauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb
R. L.

Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

Applications tor

Insurance

made to

John W. Hunger,
Office 166 Fore St.. Portland.
Feb «—dlm*eodtojanl’t>9iw6w

Incorporated,
HI.

takes the

the market.
I have been iu the business twenty-eight years and
I do believe no one can produce au article of TRIPE
that can equal my STEAM REFINED.
It shall be my constant endeavor to make TRIPE
a luxury, the verdict I leave to be rendeied by the
consumer.

N. B.
Call tor Belknap's STEAM REFINED!
No other is fit tor the Table.
dtt
Portland, Oct 27,1863.

Country

Produce

-AND-

GROCERIES!
Graham Flour,
Crk’d Wheat,

Hams,
Lard,
Tongues,
Pickles,
Ketchups!

Buckwheat,
Oat Meal,
Hominy,
FOR

F

SALE BY

P

HALL,

No. 14 Market Street.
By Consignments of Produce solicited.

oc22dlm

Hulled Corn.
of

Hulled Com will find it daily, fresh

and hot, at the Saloon of
LOVERS

Mrs. Ulmer, 131 Pearl Street.
EVAlao, Oysters fresh

and

nice constantly
octldtf

OFFICE OF THE

American Fish Hook and Needle do.
Hew

Haven, Ct., Aug. 15,1868.&■

appointed Messrs. JOKBAIV lor
WEBl.AKE,
01 Portland. Me., sole agents
of Portland, who
the sale
have

Hooks tor the city
will be prepared to .fill all orders lor the trade

in1835.

Palmer,

General Agent for Maine and New

Hampshire.
Office 74 Middle St., Portland,
Cor. Exchange St., ap. P. o.
SSr“Agents wanted, both local and travelling, to

whom good commission, will be glveo.
oetl»tt

on

haaJ'_

of

boston.

James

TRIPE

REFINED

STEAM

our

same term.

Sept 9-dtf

a.^usKLHs

A

on

the

CK0SBy, Secretary.

_

Electro Medical Instruments.
HALL’S

Magnetic and Galvanic Batteries,
AND-

Philosophical Instruments l
the best in
ale by
I mayld6m

use

tor

families and Institutions. For
LOWELL & SENTER,
64 Fvchange Street,

1080, known as the ,e|ge of Derry( Md
which forms one of the most
in

interesting
chapters of Maeauley’s history. The old
of
the
town
is
surrounded
portion
by a wall
which so successfully resisted the assaults of
the enemy at the lime of the seise. I visited
the Cathedral of St Colomb, built in 1038.—
It is an ancient
looking stone building, from
the tower of which a line view is obtained of
the city and
surrounding country. The cathedral contains mauy handsome monuments
and over the altar are
hung the colors taken
tbe French. In the area of
the tower
bomb sbe" which contained Mar,
,
De Rosens
shal
summons to surrender. The
se,ge lasted 105 days and the inhabitants
were obliged by the latuine to
eat dogs and
rats. Relief at length came by the
arrival of
ships with supplies, who lorced the boom
and gave lood to the starving citizens.
About
2,000 perished during the seige a.id their
bonftnre interred in a large mound in the
Cathedral yard.

'Ul2*

Derry was originally settled by English and
Scotch emigiants in the
reign of James First,
and the lands of the
county are ne w owned
by several London companies. The inhabitants are

nearly equally

divided between
The place is represented iu Parliament, by Lord John Claud
Hamilton, second son of the Marquis of Ahercorn, a conservative. In the election soon
to be held Iris seat is to be
stoutly contested
by the liberal candidate, Mr. Dowse. The
Catholics ail sustain the liberal

Catholic*

with

and Protestants.

candidate,

portion of the Presbyterians, on the
Irish church question, and it is
expected that
Mr. Dowse will be elected.
I go to-morrow to visit the Olant’s Causeway and thence to Belfast.
H.
a

Gossip About Grant.—A Washington correspondent gossips about Grant and his family

thus:

The President elect astonished the members
of bis staff, this morning, by
entering his headquarters wearing a new, glosav silk bat of the
•stove-pipe” pattern. During the first part of
the war he used to wear a black slouch
hat,
which was replaced when lie came to Washington by a handsome hat of the army pattern
adopted by General Ingalls. Recently he haa
returned to the old “3100011” pattern, without
any ornaments, and his appearance id a civilian's head-piece has created much astonishment, so completely does it change his personal appearance.
The juvenile Grants atteDd the school ol
Mrs. Buell (formerly a missionary in Greeoe),
who occupies a house od 1 street where Senator Sumner lived the winter before last.—
Sometimes they come in a pony wagon, and
sometimes they are taken there by the General, when he drives to headquarters.
An Eccentric
Colored
Pilokim.— Ia
Washington there is an eccentric colored man
whose sole ambition seems to be considered a
devoted worshipper ot the memory of Lincoln.
For weeks past, in rain and sunshine, in warm
weather and cold, be has made pilgrimages
three times a day to the Lincoln monument ia
front ot the city hall. He approaches always
from Pennsylvania avenue, and walks rapidly
along the centre of Louisiana avenue to the
monument, upon approaching which he removes his hat, and, bareheaded, walks around
it solemnly three times, then embraces and
kisses the cold marble, after which he mutters
an unintelligible speech, and then
departs as
he came, and is not seen again until the hoar
for his uext pilgrimage.
No one seems to
know auything about him, whence he came or
where he lives; and as ne is simple-minded
and harmless,bo one molests him or interferes
with what seems to h;m to be a supreme

though melancholy enjoyment.

V urititicB.
—An evening paper in Chicago scornfully
refers to a morning contemporary as “a paper
that claims a superiority over some of its abler

neighbors,

because it straggles out in the
morning in company with those who take an

SYNOD.

Montreal papers of Friday contained the easly ‘nip.’"
—Sidney Smith recommended as the best
following:
system ot wooden pavements for Londou that
The Episcopal Synod, assembled h°re for
the aldermen should “lay their heads togeththe purpose of electing a Bishop of Moner.”
treal and Metropolitan Canada, have come to
—The Mormons look upon the reoent Calia dead-lock with the House of
Bishops. The
fornia earthquakes as an accomplishment of
latter persist in sending the names of
gentlemen to the synod to be ballotted for wbo
some of the prophecies of their cbiet prophet
are not acceptable, and
withholding names regarding the punishment that should be inthat are acceptable.
The bishops, rather
flicted upon different portions of this country
than name the only man the synod will acfor the rejection of the Mormon religion. They
sent
down
a
cept,
message last night adjourning further proceedings until May next. This announce that all the great cities of the Union
attempted evasion ot the question has raised will speedily be destroyed it they do not suffer
a storm of
indignation, and the synod hold themsolves to be converted to the faith revealanotherl meeting to-day to decide whether ed by Joseph Smith.
they shall not repudiate the authority .of the
—All England is just now aghast at the
bishops altogether and elect Dr. Batch, an
American clergyman, and send him home to prospect ot a dire calamity with which it la
threatened—nothing less than the loss of the
England to be consecrated.
for two years. A lot of land,
Later information is that the Diocesan Sy- Epsom Derby
containing a portion of the course, has fallen
nod met and passed a resolution
censuring into the hands of
Mr. Studd, who demanda
the House of Bishops for
refusing to present
$5,000 a year tor it. This the committee will
such name for approval as would be satisfacnot give, and they cannot find another safe
tory to the mass of churchmen iu the diocese, and
practicable course thereabouts.
and recommended that steps lie taken
during
—The New York Philharmonic Society
the next session of the legislature to secure
will introduce a new feature into their consuch legislation as will vest the temporary
certs this season. They have engaged Mr. Edcharge of the diocese in the dignitary of the win Booth to read at the opening concert cerchurch next in rank to the bishop, until a tain lines from Byron’s “Manfred” before the
b.'shop be duly elected and consecrated. The performance of Schumann’s illustrative music. The Evening Post says that “Booth rathresolution also recommended that the preser than Schumann will prove to be the attracent powers of the synod should not be allowed to lapse, and to that end it should adjourn tion on that eventful night.”
—The sophomore class of the Agricultural
until the 11th day of May next.
College at Amherst recently put in practice a
degree of agricultural science, by husking 450
Note* by the Way.
To the Editor of the Prete
I arrived at this city this

morning, having

made the passage from Quebec in a few hours
over eight days running time.
We had
strong westerly winds during the whole passage, which made the sea quite rough, and

kept many of the passengers, myself among
number, seasick most of the time. The
steamers sailing from the St. I awrence cross
the Atlantic at a much higher latitude than

My experiences on a first voyage across
Atlantic, were probably like many others

the

who have so often written and

described
We had nothing cutside of the steamand its company to attract our attention.

them.
er

A

solitary iceberg upon the Labrador coast,
spouting whales in the Gulf of St.

and two

Lawrence,

was all that we saw upon the
broad expanse of waters. Not a sail did we

the whole passage. The rolling ocean
with its white capped waves sparkling in the
suubeams was the one monotonous prospect
which we looked

On

lead ot anything of the kind ever offered In this
market; and with a determination to make TRIPE
a luxury, I have beeu to a great expense to improve
my appaaratus and mode of preparing TRIPE tor

_

NEW ENGLAND
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

EPISCOPAL

on

Taylor,

Sheppard Ganby.

Rob’t C. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President.

in that city and

see on

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation R; ska.
divided
upon the Premiduring the year; and tor which Cer-

headquarters

branches in each county.

It shortens the passage, but at this season of the year makes it
cold and uncomfortable.

STEAM REFINED TRIPE I

are

published

those from New York.

109 Exchange Street.

Company.

The whole profits of the Company revert to the

and have caused to be

the

51 Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK,
January, 1868.

Assured, and

letter,

the minutes of the Council contradicting
Mr. Howe's statements. The affair causes
great excitement in the Province. A Halifax dispatch affirms that a
repeal league is to

Londonderry Ireland, Oct. 26, 1868.

&c

Insurance Commissioner.

TAKEN AT

Government loaves and fishes is at the botof this change. Some of the
statements
in Mr. Howe’s letter, reflecting on the course
of the Provincial Government of Nova Scotia, have been deemed of sufficient importance to be met by a formal denial on the
part of the latter. The members of the Executive Council held a meeting to consider

Tags.

15

Massachusetts,

ol

Fashionable

Catalogues,

Checks

_

LATE

Bill-Heads,
Town Reports,

877 42

J, H.Chapman,Secretary.

New Qruharn Flour, Bye Flour, Oat Meal
and

r

HAND-BILLS

-$51,039 07

PINE PLANK.

«

Posters,

LIABILITIES:
Losses adjusted, not due,
$4,002 88
do. (reported, but not investigated,)
Marine, Inland.and Fire,
47,036 79

Total Net Assets,

peal movement as perfectly hopeless, and virtually goes over to the Union side. Of course,
the friends of Repeal in Nova Scotia are indignant, and declare that a haukering after

be formed with

OO

Cash on hand, in Bank and in course of
transmission,
$42,682 81
U. S. & N. Y. State Bonds, market value, 127,239 05
Bonds and Mortgages (first liens), property
valued at $202,750,
82,681 71
Bills Receivable (prem. notes not due),
50,3 5 46
Loans secured by Collaterals,
12,645 04
Personal property, Office Furniture, &c.,
10,000 00
Due from other sources,
22,099 85
Interest accrued but not due,
4,163 50

hand and sawed to dimensions.

lOO

in

Mammoth

151,87712

Hard and White Pine Timber.
on

employ-

the highest style ot the art, and

Book

1868.

gross than other matches.

They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card

October 1.

are

description executed

ot every

second

a

tom

Statement of it. Condition

we

Each bunch is lull count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The full count is equals to about six bunches more
in

Printing

Albany City Ins. Co.

Match,

any

experienced workmen

and

Son, Agents

October 21-eod3w

Portland, Me.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

over

ed, and

Oflice 166 Fore St., Portland.

w. a o. a. MILLION,

er,

Type,

good assortment ot

Pine and Spruce Lumber.
JAMES & 1VU.1IAM*,
Perley’s Wharf, Commercial Street.
sep?8-d6m

Star

letter in which he
very distinctly says that he regrards the Re-

Work.

Albany

to have orders taken at
corner of Middle and Exwill be promptly attended to.

AND

Thorough

the expense of

receptions, and has given
as lew as possible.
Canadian society has
tew excitements, and the
people dearly love
the fuss and feathers and
gold lace of their
lhtle imitation court; consequently they have
resented Lord Monck’s course as niggardly
and unsocial. Naturally
they think that if
they must pay $50,000 a year for the privilege of having a third-rate English politician
sent out to govern them, they are entitled to
a little dining and
wining to make the thing
MB. JOSEPH HOWE

—FOR—

Job

nor

balls and

Has written

—OF—

Wood and metal

in

go down easy.

The Latest and Best Styles

Cash Dividends Paid Annually.

Co.,

COAL.

UARD

Co.,

Chartered 1835.

Insurance

change Street, which

PROPRIETOR.

CIRCULARS,

Commonwealth

our

FOSTER,

New England

Commercial St.

IjlORmade arrangements
Harris’ Hal Store,

A.

Esq*,

eod&wSm

shall kee

hand Hard and Soft Wood.

60

IV.

PROGRAMMES,

Purely

undersigned having been appointed Agents
for the sale ot the above Coal, would sav to the
citizens of Portland
Before you lay in your Winter’s Coal, be
sure and Try the Johns Coal.
This celebrated Coal has for years stood the highest lor domestic use of any White Ash Coal mined.
In preparation and quality it has always been kept
up to the standard. It the Johns Coal suits once, it
will alwaj s suit; because there is no mixture. This
we claim as a particular advantage over other coals.
Consumers by buying the Johns Coal will avoid the
continued trouble and annoyance of getting every
other year bad slaty coal. Every one has had this
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant to suit in every
We give a few reasons why the Johns Coal
case.

June27-dt!

Charles H. Breed,
Stevens, J. S. Ricker, Esq.

October 23. 1868.

Agents for Johns Coal.

Randall,

Exchange St.,

A GOOD INCOME
can bo secured in every county
by earnest, active
canvassing agents. Apply to the above agenev.

AU'Polieie*

on

Spring,

Hon. Augustus E.

COAL !

Also

Printing Office,

BOSTON.

ooalT

Hazelton and

dinners,

On tbe Most Reasonable Terms.

General Agent for Maine.

Hon. Samuel E.

time and events to show whether he is
really
of the abilities which would seem

likes neither the trouble

-AND-

109

It will be tor

possessed

the

Kimball,

Office 88 Exchange Street, opposite Port,
land Saving* Rank, Portland.

Office and Depot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter as above, lor all forms ot disF*

L.

I liat is about all Canada kuows of her

succeeding a
man who has been
very far from popular.
Lord Monck is reserved and penurious,

BROADWAY,

Asbury claims to offer unusual advantages

Esq.

has, however, one advantage

-----

George

GOVEENOB-OENERai.,

necessary for harmonizing the somewhat antagonistic elementrot Canadian politics, and
carrying forward successfully the difficult experiment of a new nationality. Sir John

VUSOELLANEODR.

LEMUEL BANGS. President,
GEO. ELLIOTT Vice Pres, and Sec.
EMORY M’CLINTOCK, Actuary
t

octl0d3m

!

New-York,
$150,000.

CAPITAL,

Agent tit Portland,

Job

1868.

Lord Mouck has departed from Canada,
and his successor, Sir John young, is now
expected at an early day. Sir John is an
Irish baronet, about sixty years of age, tvho
has held a number of important and lucrative offices, under the British
government;
and who has a iways acquitted himself with
tolerable prudence and success, but has never
shown any conspicuous talent. From 1831 to
1835 he .was one of, the Tory members of
Parliament from the Irish county of Cavan.
From Burke’s Peerage we learn further that
he was called to the bar in 1834 (he never
practiced law); Lord of the Treasury, 184446; Chief Secretary of Ireland, 1852-55;
Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian
Islands, 1855-59; Governor of New South
Wales, 1860-67. Thus, he has held office by
appointment of Sir Kobert Peel, L.»rd Aberdeen, and Lord Palmerston, and now is promoted by Mr. Disraeli.
He had $3,500 a
year lor seven years, in New South Wales,
and he will now enjoy the nice little income
of $50,000 per annum. He married in
1855
Adelaide Arabella, daughter of E.
Dalton,

prospective .governor-general.

BOOK, CARD,

$30,000,000

Assets,

f7~DEER1NG,

NATH’L

1843.

AHBIIiY
Life Insurance Comp’y

HOJT1CEOPATHVC MEDICINE COMP V

eases.

CARTWRIGHT, Jr., President.
OLIVER H. COLE, Secretary.

Co.,

Thus affording the Greatest Security, the
Lowest Rates and the Largest Dividends ot
any Company in this country.
W. D. LITTLE &
oc30tf
CO., Agent*.

eaae,

Containing a specific for every
ordinary disease a family is sab.
ject to, and a book of directions, $10,00
Smaller Family and Traveling cases,
with 20 to 28 vials.from $5 to $8
Specifics tor all Private Diseases, both
for Caring and for Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.S J to $5
By These Remedies by the case or single Box are
sent to any part of the Country, by mail or express,
free ot charge on receipt ol the price. Address
Humphrey’s Specific

IN

9300,000
434,000

Surplus,

October 9,1868,

CHEAT

ESTABLISHED

NEW YORK.

Cash Capital paid
iu,

Come of Middle and Plum, Streets.

LIFE

OF NEW YORK,

FAMILY CASES

No. lo Temple St.

novSdtt

Assayer

BUTLER & 00.,

TAKEN STORE No. 7S Commercial
Street, (Thomas Block) and will keep constant-

Brices

sickness from riding, 50

Nervous

BOARDS.

HURSELL’S

septlsdO

___

4

Messrs.

Shore Cases and 0/])ce Furniture,
Of Every Description,
'.Made from the best material ami by EXPERIENCED
WORKMEN, at
O. II. BLAKE’S,
Hotel.

Sale!

Oct 21 eod2m

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,

Seasickness,

"

29
30
31

«♦

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
No.

dice at the Drug Store ot Messrs. A. G. SchlotterfO.‘I

the Millinery line.

-AND-

SCHUMACHER,

FII ESUO

in

dtf

Bankrupt

Office

C.

everything

Styles

Plane. Specifications and Estimates made, and

Canal National Bank Building. Middle st,
dtf
Portland, April 20,1808.

“

“

the convenience of

BENT,

NTo. 40 Tenter Street,.Portland,
the patronage of hei old friends and
customers, hoping to give satisfaction as formerly. She has all the different styles ot

OF

Buildings Superintended by
GEO. B. PELHAM, Architect.

23
“24
25
‘26
27
28

MILLINERY!

October 21,1868.

wool}

“

B^^For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves
the Harleigh,

Seine Rope,Cork Buoys, Leads, &c,
Constantly on hand and manufictured to order at
Lowell Prices, by
H. & G. W. LORD,
S9 Commercial Street, BOSTON.
IBfAgents lor Bemau’s Patent Seine Rings.
May 28-dGmos

and

To Parlies about to Build.

LINEN

Hats, Bonnets, Flowers, Feathers,

OF THE

ARCHITECTS,

AN»

AND

Sea Island Cotton Mackerel I.inen.

Bonnell & Pelham.
E.VOrVEEB’S

COTTON, FLAX,

MBS, A. A.

to

“
**

We sell the Johns Coal at the same price as any
other good White Ash Coal. We have lor free-burning Coal,

GILLING TWINE.

Corner Uongrctis and Market Nti.,
Controls all the best Boards in Portland and vicinty. and is always ready to Bill the Town.
Programmes, Circulars, etc., faithfully distributed.

and

Blue Pish Gill Netting.
Cotton Net, Seine and Patent Twine,

FOSTER, Proprietor.

Order.

Hohatio P. Easton,

CHAJtLLS

Mackerel, Pohagen, Herring

DETAIL.

Street, Portland,

Plum

manner.

Printing House!

N. A.

01 every Description

AND

Fu mi.bed and Fitted Complete in the beet

SEA ISLAND

TIN WARE
WHOLESALE

CARD,

-AND-

EASTON,SAMPSON & TENNEY
Manufacturers

NETS,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WORKS 215 COMMERCLA.

“

“20
“21
a
22

THE INDEPENDENT

Eclectic

Dyspepsia, Billious Stomach,
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
25
Whites, too profuse Periods,
25
C roup, Cough, difficult Breathing, 25
Salt Hhenm,Erysipelas,Eruptions, 25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains, 25
Fever de Agne, Chill Fever, Ague, 50
BO
Pilea, blind or bleeding,
Optbalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
Catarrh, acute or cronic, Intluenza,50
Whooping ConghjViolent Coughs, 50
50
Asthma, Oppressed Breathing,
Ear Dlscharges.lmpaired Hearing,50
Scrofula,enlargedGlands.Swellings, 50
General Debility ,Physi al Weakness,50
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions

**

19

Mrs.

or

Headaches,Sick-Headache,Vertigo,25

10

“11

Seines, Weirs, and Netting

POWER

STEAM

ISON VAULTS, VAULT .OOORSEXPRESS
CHESTS, md MONEY BOXES,

7
8

*

17
“18

Press

Daily

Teething ot infants, 25
Diarrhira of children or adults,
25
Dysentery, Griping, Blllious Colic, 25
Cholera-HorbnsNausea, Vomiting,25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
25
Nemalgia, Toothache, Faceache 25
Crying Colic

u

“

6 TAPiiEl & SON,

and

3
4

a

_______________

Founders

Lamar Fire Insurance Co.,

ble terms.

Mutual Life Ins.

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Infiamations, 25
“2
Worms, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colie, 25
"
**

TMMMM

Oct22-d&wtl

Iron

THREE, FOtTRor FIVE TEARS, on highly favora-

THE

9300,000.
183,000.

OF BOSTON, MASS.

an! others, wanting
with reliable offices, may be accommolarge
dated with uh at the LOWEST RATES.
DWELLINGS, and FARM PROPERTY, insured for ONE,

OUfiANTDR.

ion.

18 leet long, swing 27 inches.
Also one New Drill Lathe.
KNOWLTON BROS.,
Enquire ot
iune 30dtf
Sacc&rappa.

PORTLAND, MAINE, 1

SIMIL1BUS

HAVE

THROAT.

all

Engine Lathe,

One Second-Hand

Hired, next door to Canal Bank,

middle

TWBNTY-FOUB

corner

evening,

Tickets for sale at the Hall. Tlie School will continue every MONDAY EVENING, until iuriher
notice. All are invited.
sep21dtf

Plumbers, and dealers In
Lead Pipe, Brass, t opper, Iron Force
and Lilt Pomps, Bathing Tabu* Water
Cloaeli, Iron Hiuka, Marble Wash*
Aland Tops, Koap Mtone Sinks,
Wash Trays.and

64,

A.,

Ladies,.$2 00.
Gentleman,.3 CO.

Practical

H.

PROVIDENCE,
Surplus, 9300,000.

YOUR

Tussday Morning, Hovember 17,
Dominion of t'onmdn.

OF NEW YORK.
Cash Capital paid In.
Surplus,

and

IJY8URE

a

Howard Fire Ins. Co.,

Traders. Builders,
Merchants,
lines

Block.

PROVED, irom the most ample experience, an entire success; Simple—Prompt- Efficient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
periectiy adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free irom
danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation Irom all, and will always render satisfae-

AND

UNITED

his Fall

commence

gress and Brown sts,l on Monday
tober 5th, at 7$ o’clock.

PLU MBING!

W.

OF

Humphrey’s Homeopathic Specifics,

public

School!

GARDINER will

Naylor <C Co.’s Cast Steel,
Muntz's Yellow Metal Sheathing.
Sept 6- <16m

No.

SIMILIA

would

Term
tor instruction in Vocal Music at Brown’s ball,
MR.
the P. Y. M. C.
oi Con-

agents tor the sale ot

It. E. COOPER &

Co. of New York,
Surplun 9400,000.

aud

Enterprise Ins. Co. of Cincinnati,
Assets, 91,400,000.

No. 5.

Eye, Ear, Catarrh I

Congress Street,

by Mr. ii Ohas. O. Chamberlain, an accomplished
and experienced Apothecary.
Store open irom 6 A M to 10 P M.
Oct 19,18G8-eod3m

OFFER FOR BALE

Mh

and

CIGARS and TOBACCO,
Perfumery, Toilet and all Fancy Articles
(usually kept in a retail Drug Store,
N. B. Physicians’ prescriptions carefully prepared

Iron, Steel, Tin Plates, Sheet Iron,
and Metals,
HO TVoi-tli St., Boston,

ISPOrders solicited

Street

£o

The

Drugs and Medicines,

_BOSTON,
IMPORTERS

stock

the

tlie late Capt George L. Fickett,
invite the old customers, his triends and the
to a selec t assortment of

FULER, MThtT

Also

Free

Street,

JrOJU,

oetSdtf

Occupied by

HOT1TH,

Old fit ate

*t>p9’68dlyr

purchased
Having
TAKEN STORE

d3m

AT

of Hartford,

Surplus $450 OOO,

and

Union Insurance Co. of Bangor,
Capital and Surplus 9330,000.

Cts,

JOHN A. MONTGOMERY,

DESCRIPTION.

HIDE

ULNR\

JOSSELYN,

'MM

j

tgp“A Dill assortment constantly on hand. Order
trom the countiy promptly attended to.
308 Wanhingtou Street, Boston, OTass.

Opposite

&

WALTER CORE!', )
NTEPHEN iUAICSH) >
DEXTER 8. RICE,

ZOEBISCH,

&

Wholesale Manufacturers of Furs!

»ept23

will

oct27-2m

Now Opening.

WEIS

Ins. Co.,

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Capital

purchase FURNITURE or CROCKERY
SAVE MONEY by giving us a call.

No. 18 Free

Arcade,

GOODS

WINTER

AN1)

Surplus $430,000.

aud

Capital

GOODS!

FURNITURE!

Goods,

Dry

Ins. Co. of Hartford,
Surplun, 9433,000.

aud

Capital

WALTER COREY & CO.,

All busi-

Merrill, Prince A Co,
Fancy

Phoenix Ins. Co. of Hariford.Conn,
Capital and Surplun, 91,330,000.

WITH

or

JOBBERS

and are prepared to jssue Poilcies for $60,000
upward, on all good property, at the mo9t favor*aj>jerate9 of other Bound offices, viz.: the

Merchants’

will be continued

THE NEW

ana

City Fire

SHERIFF,

OFFICE

agents,

following FIRST-CLASS COMPAN-

4 kb,

to

IMMEDIATELY to make room tor

Nov 10-dtt

address, Naples,
otherwise promptly attended to.
POST
by mall
November 16. dtf
ness

to

EVAN'S

CHURCH,

OT.

about

kind,

any

we

Go.

the

CARROLL,

PORTLAND.

lOO For© Street.

JOHN W.

celling

kins St Co., Josiah

Represent

Capital

special attention to buying and

our

insurance

Metropolitan Ins.

Ware

Fire Insurance Agency

CO.,

No, American Ins. Co. of Hartford,,

——--

We

A

DAILY press.

THE

Ot the late J. B.

W. D. LITTLE

Establisment !

UPHOLSTERY

FOR MAINE.

Insurance f

U the Paramount Consideration.

Capimi

Large lot ot

Glass

and

Walter H. Brown.

Willard 1%Brown.

Excelsior

Furniture
A

S3 Commercial St., Portland.

No.

and

Sponge,

Husk,

Here you will find everything

BUSINESS CAB-OS.

General Commission

St, Block,

inser

JOSEPH W. AKERS

W. T. BROWN &

INSURANCE.

Office 49| Exchange Street,

Parlor, Drawing-Room anil Chamber Furniture,

>sState Agent for the Press. Daily and Weekly,
is authorized to appoint local Agents, receive
subscriptions and to settle bills.

Security

general

And see tlieir Large Stock ot

anti

Reliable

AT

EVANS & JOSSELYN'S, Free

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Si a f.
Press” (which has a large ciiculation in every part
01 the State) for $1.00 per square lor first insertion

and 60 cents per square lor each

FURNITURE!!

CALL

bueut insertion,

Sion.

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
_____

board, for

during

the voyage.

those

who could enjoy it
there was amusement and comfort. We had
about forty cabin passengers, six or eight of
them being ladies, most of them officers of
the English army in Canada going home on
furlough. There were about a hundred in
valid and dischaiged soldiers in the steerage,
many of them having familes, in all about
four hundred souls. The cuisine of the ship
was all that might be expected, mainly consisting of the substantials of food, suited to
the tastes of those whose appetites were good.
Seasick passengers would have been gratified
by a few of the little niceties which arc so
refreshing to the palate that rejects other
food. On the two Sundays, religious services
were

held in the saloon.

The soldiers

were

bushels of corn in one afternoon.
—It is reported from Florence that the Italian sculptor Gagliardi has received a commission from America to make a grand monument to the late President Lincoln. The monument is to be colossal, and surrounded by ona

hundred subordinate statues.
—A Vienna woman recently appeared at a
medical clinic, bringing her infant daughter of
a few weeks, whose left arm was covered with

brilliant,

thick aud glossy black fur. The
was in tears at the
monstrosity,
appreciate the assurance of the
doctors that it was a retnarkably fine case, ot
a

poor woman
and couldn’t

ought
nothing
English

which she

to be

could do

for her.

proud, although they

—An
paper says that Disraeli has
discovered a remarkable move in chess. It
may be freely described as follows: “If you
fiud yourseli hopelessly beaten, look your adversary coolly in the face, turn the board
round as unobservedly as you can, so that his

pieces

appear to become yours, and say ‘Mato*
beiore he can protest.”
—A correspondent of the Cleveland Herald,
writing from Wellsville, Ohio, tells the following yarn: “About two weeks since Captain

Lacy, of Hammondsville, Ohio, bad some men
engaged in making an entry into his coal bank,
when a huge muss of coal fell down, disclosing
a large smooth slate wall, upon the surface of
which were plainly carved several lines
hieroglyphics. No one has yet been able

ot

to
tell in what language the words are written.
The letters are raised; the first line oontains
twenty-five. It is probable that they were cut
in the coal while in its vegetable state and

during

its formation into coal. The matter
from which the slate is formed filled the Impression and became solid, for since the remowe find the letters
npou the
slate apparently reversed. Dr. Hartshorn, of
Mount Union College, has been sent for to

val of the coal

make an examination of this strange writing.
It is hoped that some farther information oan
soon be given regarding it.”
—Some one advertises “a drink” that will
any fever in a few hours. There are
some drinks that will euro the fever called lile

cure

mustered on deck and inspected, and then
marched into the saloon, where the cabin in a few minutes.
—Fourier states that, in the progress of ths
passengers as many of those in the steerage
to lose its saltness, and aothe ocean is
as wished to attend and the officers and
world,
crew
taste of a peculiarly flavored lemonof the steamer were assembled, a
quire the
congregation ade.
of over two hundred. The solemn
—An incident is related which befell Dr.
liturgy ot
the church of Eugland was read
sur- J Harris, while a Junior at
by
college. Being in
geon, and with the assistance of a fir-e p'»no great want ot money to buy shirts or other
and some good voices both of ladies and gennecessaries, and not knowing how to obtain it,
tlemen from among the passengers, the in- he set out on a walk from Cambridge to Bosterest of the service was greatly increased by
ton. On the way, he cut a stick, and, alter
the chanting of the glorious “i'e Deum,” and walking a short distance, perceived that somethe siogiug of the nWth Psalm, “With one thing had become attached to the end of it. It
&e.
proved to be a gold ring, with the motto, “Ood
consent let all the earth,
speed thee, friend.”
arrived at Morrille on the

the'

The steamer

Lough Foyle, eighteen miles below Derry this
morning at 4 o’clock. The mails and passentransferred to a tender, and we
city. I have busied myself
during the day in visiting the various places
ot interest in this famous old town. The
gers

came

were

up to the

—Hawthorne said

of bitter satirists

like

Swift, that the person or thing on which their
satire fell shrivelled up as if the Devil had spit
it.
—A very interesting artistic discovery has
been made in France—an original portrait of
on

Maria de Medicis, bearing date “Marie Mediplace contains a population of about 20,000 cis, anno 1602, tetatis 28.” The face is describinhabitants; is very pleasantly situated on ed as lovely, and the dress “a halo of laoe and
the river Foyle, is well built, (although many pearls.” The painting is ascribed to Porbus the
of the buildings have a very antiquated ap- younger.
—Happiness in this world, when it comes
pearance) lighted and paved. It is in the
comes
is
the
center
of
incidentally. Make it the objeot of
a rich
county ol Londonderry,
and it leads us a wild-goose chase, and
agricultural district, and has a large export pursuit,
is never attained. Follow some other oblect,
trade. Manufactnrs and other branches of
and very possibly we may find that we have
iudustry are making it a place ot importance.
of it; but
caught happiness without dreaming
It occupies an important part in the
history likely enough it is gone the moment we say to
of Ireland, by the tamed defence of its inourselves, “Here it is!" like the chest of gold
habitants against the French and Irish
army that treasure-seekers find.
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‘•Public

Safety”

Pe*»*'V-

us ou the
takes issue with
and also on our

subject of capital punishment,
opinions respecting its specific application
“the Auburn murderer.
As to his incidental allustou

to

to

the general

have to say that his eoniession that
are less
the advocates of capital punishment
than .hose who would
demonstrative
and
noisy
excited
abolish the death penalty, points to an
on the one side, and on the
public conscience
other to the apathy and diffidence which are
to the resapt to characterize men who come
He will
cue of any of the relics of barbarism.
remember that all Southern man-owners

subject,

we

wanted was to be let alone. The aggressive
as in
spirit of the Abolitionists they regarded
a universal rule
is
It
bad
taste.
exceedingly
that men who have anything of importance to
will make a noise about it,
be

accomplished
and, if it is just and right,

the world will hear

them.
It is true that Massachusetts has strangled
"a college professor;” it is also true that in
earlier years Massachusetts drowned witches
and bored Quakers’ tongues with red hot irons.
If in the intervening period there have been
times when all the world looked to the Old
Bay State for leadership in works of humaniaud
that time has passed. There

justice,

ty

certain of the Western States that are now
and
far iu advance, and as for other States
other countries it will be found that a softenof the asperities of their criminal codes
aro

ing

has always followed eras of governmental reform. The first thing the Spanish people did
after upsetting the throne of the Bourbons

to tear down the scaffold.
Our correspondent is very much “shocked
and surprised” at our temerity in criticising
Gov. Chamberlain. Iu the article from which
“Public Safety" quotes we did venture to exhad depress our surprise that the Governor
cided to issue his warrant. The next day,
warrant could not
upon its appearing that the
ha obeyed, we promptly expressed the opinion
that Gov. Chamberlain merely wished to call
was

attention to the unsatis'actory condition of the
law. To this opinion we still adhere, and out
respect for the Governor is unimpaired, though
loss to understand why one may
not be “shocked and surprised” at the action
of a gentleman who is “re-elected by 20,000
at

we are

majority.
So long

The Execution of Harris.
Mb. Editob,—In the Press of Nov. 12,1 observed an editorial upon capital punishment,
in which you are
pleased to call it “murder,1’

interest:
The actual strength ol regiments in service"
on the 30th of September, was 43.741 men, aud
besides these there were 4,340 men in engineer,
ordnance, and other special branches of service. An unusually large number of discharges have been granted during the year on individual applications, and these with ordinary
discharges and casualties are rapidly diminishing the regiments except cavalry, which are
necessarily kept in force because of Indian operations. It is stated that 4,500 men will be
discharged before New Year’s, by reason of the
expiratiou of their term ot enlistment. The
number of desertions last year was 2,700 less
than in the previous year, and the number arrested nearly 1000 more, and the proportion of
losses by desertion to the strength of the army
is considerably less than last year.
Recruiting
was carried on for all branches of the service
till November 26,1867, wheu orders were issued to reduce all regiments of infantry and artillery, except the ten light batteries, to the
minimum of fifty privates per company, and
to reduce recruiting service by breaking up all
rendezvous, except four for cavalry and four
for infantry. Recruiting for infantry and artillery was suspended April 3,1868, except in
cases oi old soldiers
desiring to enlist, and on
the 28th of July, 1868, instructions were issued
prohibiting all enlistments or re-enlistments,
except as musicians, of any more men in either of these two branches. It is also stated
that in order to still further reduce expenses
and the strength of the militarv establishments, the detachments at the recruiting depots have been reduced as much as possible
and the schools of instruction have been suspended. No recruiting of any kind but for
cavalry lias been goiDg on since the end of last
July, and there were only five statious for recruiting in this arm of the service. Regiments
on. the Pacific coast have, as far as possible, to
avoid expense of transportation, been supplied
with recruits obtained in California.
The
strength of all colored regiments in the service
is nearly up to the required standard.
The Adjutant-General renews the recommendation he made last year, v z: that men be
enlisted for five insteail of three years. He
further recommends that Congress authorize
enlistments of boys over twelve years, with
consent of parents, as musicians.
They must
now be sixteen, and are too old to begin training, especially for drummers, with any prospect ot more than ordinary success. He also,
to meet a contingency which he regrets has ot
late several times arisen, recommends that the
President be empowered to drop from the rolls
of the arm.v any officer who deserts and cannot
be arrested for court-martial within three
months from the time of desertion. It is also
recommended that superintendents of national cemeteries be placed on the footing of en
listed men. General Townsend says that at
the date of bis last annual report there were
two hundred and three volunteer officers in
the service, all of whom but General Howard,
head of the Freedmen’s Bureau, have since
been mustered out. At that date there were
mustering and disbursing offices at Albany,
Philadelphia and Columbus, Ohio, which have
since been closed.
Commutation money to
the amount ot $87,770 has been refunded under the act of February, 1867, and as one
clause of said act prevents the payment of
some just claims received at the department
since it was passed, the repeal of that proviso
is recommended. Nearly all legal claims for
collecting, drdling and organizing volunteers
have been paid or are on file undergoing examination and verificat;ou with a view to pay-

and to say a good many hard things about it.
Such articles are quite common and I notice
are seldom replied to, not perhaps for the want
of readers who differ with you and are not
ashamed of their belief.
The advocates of change generally consider

of

Adjutant-General

P.rxl

The Death

the Tolled States.
Thomas has made his annual report to the Secretary of War. The following abstract contains matters ot general
The Arm)

THE PRESS.

a

Harris is not to be hung we do
not care to enter the lists on the legal questions involved with a gentlemen who, like our
correspondent, has special qualifications for
as

ment.

the discussion of such matters. It is enough
to say, that the members of the legislature that
framed the statute that he quotes, did not regard it as incumbent upon the Governor to
issue bis warrant for the execution of all criminals who are sentenced to death, but left it to

The Quartermaster General’s Report.
—Quartermaster General Meigs reports a
handsome surplus of $15,000,000 in his depertment. The report goes extensively into the
settlement of the Southern railroad accounts.
The total debt of these ruads tor material

his discretion to do

purchased

The legislature
unanimously of the same

so

or not.

of last wi. ter was
opinion, and would have

firing

a

passed

legislative construction to

and interest upon it is $8,500,000.—
The payments to September 30, 1868, had
amounted to less than $4,000,000. The subject

resolution
the law, had

a

of the national cemeteries is treated at length.
The number of national cemeteries is now 72,
and reports have also been received from 320
local, post or private grounds. The total number of graves is 316,233, of which the occupants
of 145,764 have been satisfactorily identified.—
Fifteen Rolls of Honor have been
published(
five are in the hands of the printer, and six

it not been announced by a gentleman who had
conversed with the Governor that his opinion
was identical with that ot the members.
It makes no difference that Gov. Cony hung

Spencer.

That was an extreme case, where a
criminal had not been incapacitated for doing
further mischief by the infliction of the penalty
nearesto that ot death in point of severity.

more will complete the number.
They contain a list of graves of nearly 200,000 soldiers,
with the record of the place where the remains were found, and a list of nearly 100,000

It is not, as our correspondent assumes, a mutual impulse with criminals to kill their keepers, but on the other hand it is an act of such

desperation
bound

that

a

regard it

to

law-maker would
as

a

hardly

be

graves, which are as yet unknown, but which
existing records may identify. Careful records
of everything found with each body, and of all

possible contingency.

single case, presenting a clear difference
principle from all others that have come be-

This
in

lore the executive of the State for action, does
not lu the slightest degree break the force of a
construction of the capital punishment law
contemporaneous with its passage and which

prevailed ever since, and of a usage that
prevailed for thirty-two years. Besides, it
a logical and legal corollary to the proposi

has
has

is
tlon of our correspondent that Gov. Chamberlain must strangle the following persons
Thomas Thorn, James Matthews, William B.

this Association which will be held at Augusta, Nov. 23,24 and 25. The convention will

organize Monday afternoon. A lecture may
be expected Monday evening. Tuesday will
be devoted to essays on Reading, Arithmetic,
Geography, History, &c., and the Common
School System of Maine, each topic to be followed by discussion. Tuesday evening, lecture. Wednesday morning a short session for
general business, closing in season for 11 A. M
train, West. The Representatives’ Hall has
been kindly granted the Association by order
of Governor and Council. Messrs. Turner &
Williams, Proprietors of the Augusta House,

H. Keenan—twelve men in all with Harris.
Even “public safety” might feel a trifle “shocked and surprised” at seeing twelve persons
hanging by the ueck—but why not twelve as
well as one ?

SfnlTrnge

C'onvemlo-i

in

Boaiou*
convention of the friends of
woman suffrage will be held in Boston.
For
tbe first time in its history New England has
been found backward in a reformatory movement of first rate importance. Whether it is
To-morrow

a

whether the New Englander has
been intent upon another reform that has naturally and properly the priority in point of
time—manhood suffrage—it is true that few of
the most prominent leaders in the matter of
female suffrage have their home in this part of

accident,

or

the country.
But now that tbe question of manhood suffrage Is surely in the way of definitive settlement New England is ready for the next step
aud we have the Boston Convention. Unfortunately there are not relations of perfect harmony existing between the managers of this

New England

movement

and

some

of the

upholders of the same good cause
There is indeed the appearance of
a very well defined feud between the former
party and the men and women who stand in
the very front of the fight in New York—the
publishers and editors of the weekly paper
nailed the “Revolution.” Mrs. Stanton, one of
the editors of this paper, was at first invited to
attend the Convention, but the invitation was
afterwards recalled, while Miss Antbony and
worthiest
elsewhere.

Parker Pillsbury were not invited -at all.
Hence the “Revolution” turns its heaviest

assembly and blows it, figuratively
speakiDg, “sky high.” The probable cause of

guns

on

the

the coldness of the projectors of tbe Convention toward {he “Revolution” is the dalliance
of that sheet with Democracy and its leaders.
No one can lament more sincerely than we
the grotesque alliance between the “Revolu-

Republi-

can

party distinctly recognized nomas suffrage
as a question of
present interest. Not being
yet ready to take the matter in hand the Republicans have frankly said so, and made no
hyprocritical pretences of sympathy. Democrats, on the other hand, being governed by no

numbering nearly 00,000,

are at peace, and not
their conduct and movements
the most sanguine expectations of the peace

disappointing in

commission, resulting from the lact that we
have carried out our part of the contract.
Those the commissioners met last year are at
because of the failure on the part of the
government to carry out the agreements made.
Colonel Tappan has recently come Irom Canada, where he fully examined the records of
that government concerning its Indian affairs,
and says that for more than a century in that
country there has been no trouble with the
Indians,because there they have the same protection under the law as the other subjects of
the English crown.
war

damages

long

I

guilty

indiscretion in “pushing” their

The Indians keep faith when they themselves are not treated honorably.
Colonel
Tappan of tbe Indian peace commission reports that all the Indians who met the commissioners in council during the past summer,

Shortly after, and without requesting us to
publish any contradiction of that article, Ambrose entered suit against the proprietors of
this paper, tor libel and slander, laying his

tbe Revolution. Hence the Democratic leaning of that paper. The Republican party has
been undoubtedly wrong in
so

some

of reduced rates to members of the Assoeiattlon.

ter.

could be obtained from them. No money
could be obtained to establish a woman’s rights
organ lrom Republicans, but Train in one of
his capricious moods furnished the funds for

to take up the advocacy of this reform which
Is sure to be consummated through its
agency,
and tbe eager spirits that have been
of

hrougbout the State have extended the favor

city, on returning, or vainly endeavoring to return, from the ice on Great Bay. In that article our correspondent spoke, on what he and
we deemed good
authority, in terms of condemnation, of one D. R. Ambrose, a farmer
on
Greenland
living
road, who, it was said,
turned the suffering party of drift-blockaded
fishermen from his door, refusing them shel-

scruples of any kind, have professed an interest in tbe matter that has misled many wellmeaning bat iujadicious persous to believe
that some valuable assistance in tbe cause

delaying

will receive teachers and members of the convention at $1.60 per day. The people of Augusta have generously invited lady teachers to
partake of their hospitalities. The railroads

The Portsmouth Chronicle Libel Suit.
—This suit, which has attracted considerable
attention, has been decided in lavor ol the defendants. Tbe grounds upon which it was
prosecuted are thus stated by the publishers:
All our readers will remember the great
snow-storm of Jan. 17th, 1867, which was said
to exceed in magnitude and severity any previous storm for forty years. On tbe 23d of the
same month we published an article from one
of our reporters or correspondents, describing
the adventures ot a small party of smelt-fishermen, Mr. Wiley Coleman and others of this

tionists” and George Francis Train and their
coquetting with Democratic organizations.
But there are extenuating circumstances. Nowhere unless it is in Kansas has the

Maine State Educational Association.
—Hon. Warren Johnson, Superintendent of

Common Schools, extends an invitation to all
interested in the cause of public education to
be present at the second annual meeting of

Smith, George Knight, Joel C. Preble, Patrick
Griffin, William D. Blake, Lawrence Doyle,
Samuel Richardson, Mary Elliott, and Charles

Tbe VVoinan’8

that could serve to help identify, have been
preserved. The wooden headboards are fast
decaying; stone the Quartermaster-General
regards as too costly, and he recommends hollow rectangularhlocks of galvanized iron filled vith earth or cement.

at

82,000.

The Revolution in Asia.—The overthrow of
the Imaun of Muscat and the succession of the
chief of the Wababees to the vacant throne is a
matter of considerable importance. Muscat is
the most

powerful State in Arabia and extends

the peninsula which constitutes that
country to Africa where it embraces a part of

across

cause

should be pardoned, especially as they have of
late given some evidence of an
inclination to

the Eastern coast. The Wababees are a fanatical sect of Mohammedans, who are oppoied not only to old Mohammedanism, but to
commerce, rgriculture and to progress in gen-

recant.

Notwithstanding this little

quarrel the Boson Convention 'will be a
success, and before
the next Presidential election New
England
will have taken her true position in the
matter
of extending the franchise to women.

of Muscat, at the entrance of
the Persian Gulf is one of the most imortant
points on the Indian Ocean, and it is anticipated that .trade with the outside world will be
eral.

A Valuable Measure
Recognized.—we
glad to see that what Gen. Butler has very
called
the
felicitously
“automatic, self-adjusting scheme of finance’’is at last in a fair way
to be adopted, and also that
Representative

The

city

unfavorably attected by

the revolution.

are

Lynch

who first devised it is to have .he credit that fairly belongs to him.
A Washington
dispatch says
It has been announced lately that a
bill will
be introduced into Congress at the
approac iing session, providing lor the issue of convert!
ble and reconvertible
3.65-currency interest
bonds for the purpose of nreventing such a
in the money maiket a9 has
lately
sen witnessed. Tbe principle was
sought to
be introduced in the lundingbill but fai?ed. It
was originally introduced in tbe House
by
Hon. John Lynch of Maine during the 39th
Congress, and was asain introduced by him in
the 40tb Congress.
He inteuds calling it up
again and pressing it at the next session. The
proposition is sirouger now than it has been at
any previous time.

£reasure

The number of
Republicans that have already been elected to the House of Representatives is 131; the number of
Democrats 74
Three members from New
Hampshire four
from Connecticut, six from
Alabama, seven
from Georgia and one from Florida remain to
he elected. Of the 21 to he elected 16 will be
Republicans if there is permitted to be a fair
election In Alabama and Georgia.
—The demand for seed cane In

Louisiana in-

dicates a disposition on the part of planters to
put more land in cane next year than they did
this.

I

Whether a Republic is founded In Spain
on the ruins of the Bourbon
monarchy or not.
the revolution will he a thing to thank Heaven for if the
ferment to which it has given rise
in the neighboring
m of France results

kingd

in the expulsion of the
Bonapartes. The cable
telegrams speak of popular discontent and of
consternation at the Tuilleries. The
government is prosecuting with great
vigor the Journalists that attack it and also the individuals
who have recently erected a monument to one
of the victims of the
coup d'etat.

Among the fables with which Democratic
papers now edify their readers is one to the
effect
that the Radicals desire
to commit Grant to “the
wildest schemes”
before the vote for the
President ,s formally
given by the'electors,
and that in case he
refuses to yield
they will
the
have

vote

given for
Grant out in the cold.

A
thorne’s

Colfax, leaving
Gen
aving uen.
__ _

reply

to those

who,

_Haw

like “Public

Safety,” approve the death penalty, is slmit and
very forcible: “The best of us being unfit to
die, what an inexpressible absurdity to put
the worst to death I”

The British Government has withdrawn Its
claim to the Island of San Juan, thus giving
the U. S.,the solo control of Puget Sound and
of the test harbors between San Francisco and Sitka,

one

it their duty zealously to urge what they believe to be reform, “in season and out of season,” and sometimes may form an erroueous
estimate of the number of the “unconverted,”
whose convictions may be quite as decided as
their own, though less demonstrative, and
whose silence therefore does not always imply

as

assent.

—

Personally, I have during the past twenty
years read several hundred attacks upon capital punishment, some in the form ot dignified
arguments, but many more in the shape ot undignified squibs, slurs, jokes, &c., without feeling convinced thereby, but certainly without
feeling any inclination to attempt an answer.
Nor do I propose in this article to he drawn
into a discussion of the general question, contenting myself with the remark that so long as
the noble Commonwealth of Massachusetts
and others of the most humane, progressive,
liberal and Christian States of this Republic
and ot Europe not
retain the death pen-"

only
ally upon their statute books, but impartially
apply it to murderers, (negroes, women, deacons, and College professors not excepted), it
may be

well for the revelators of the new
gospel of abol'tion to treat the question as one
of those which has two sides and which admits of differences of opinion among humane,
sensible and philanthiopic men.
Your article concludes with this paragraph:
“Since writing the above we are surprised and
shocked to bear a rumor that Gov. Chamber"
as

lain is about to issue his warrant for the execution ot Harris, the Auburn murderer. For his
sake and for the sake of the fair fame of
the State, we trust that Gov. Chamberlain will
forbear to take this action.”
This is strong language from the leading paper in Maine relative to the official action of
the Executive who has just been reelected

own

by
majority
20,01X1 votes. For what anticipated violation of law is he thus arraigned?
Our constitution requires that “He shall
ol

a

take care that the laws be
Art. V. Sec. 12.

faithfully executed.'*

Our laws provide that “murder of the first
degree shall be punished with death.” R. S.

Chap. 118, Sec. 2.
Also that “When any person is convicted of
crime punishable with death and sentenced
therefor, he shall at the same time be sentenced to solitary confinement and hard labor in
the State Prison, till such
punishment is inflicted:” R. S. Chap. 135, Sec. 7.
“The sentence of death shall, in all cases, be
inflicted by hanging the convict by the neck
ti'l he is dead, and be executed at the time directed in the warrant, within the walls or enclosed yard of the State Prison,” &o., Sec. 8.
a

“When

sheriff inflicts the

of
death as aforesaid, he shall immediately make
return of the warrant therefor, to the office of
the Secretary of State." Sec. 9.
Yet you “are surprised and shocked to hear
a rumor that Gov Chamberlain is about to issue h:s warrant.”
The

a

explanation of
may probably be

this

sentence

remarkable

lan-

found in your previous
guage
assertion: “The present law was no doubt intended practically to abolish the death penalty, it being supposed that no Governor would
ever go out of his
way to inflict the extreme
penalty of the law.”
The foregoing extracts from “the present
law” will not probably be claimed to have a
bearing in that direction.
The passage on which you take the responsi-

bility of making your statement unquestionably is the following: “But he shall not be executed w thin one year from the day the senof death was passed, nor until the whole
record of such proceedings or case is certified
by the clerk of said court, under the seal
tence

thereof, to the supreme executive authority of
the State, and a warrant is issutd by said executive authority, under the great seal of this
State, directed to the sheriff of the county
wherein the State prison is situated, commanding him to carry said sentence of death
into execution.” Sec. 7.
Because the law does not specifically lay
that, after the year the Governor shall issue the
warrant, it is, I suppose, attempted to be argued that it is not his duty to do it.
It is not usual for our statutes to command
the higher officers of the State to perforin any
specific acts. The constitution and the laws
oefine their general duty, they are required to
swear that they will do it to the best of their
ability, and the statute then proceeds to specify the details of their official duties, usually
without .'topping to command the execution of
each official act.
Observe the language of the very passage
last quoted. Is there any command to the
Judge of the Supreme Court, to direct the
clerk to “certify the record of the case” to the
Governor? Why, then, are you not “shocked
and surprised” that one of our judges has done
such a deed?
Nay, why have you not been “surprised and
shocked” that this has been done by every
judge in every capital case that has been
brought to the notice of the Governors for
more than thirty years?
Is the Governor the only high officer of the
State who is to be restricted from executing
his duty without specific orders?
So with all our statutes. To cite only one of
many illustrations: “Executions (in civil cases)
may be issued on a judgment of tbe Supreme
Judicial Court after twenty-four hours from
its rendition.” Chap. 82, sec. 112. Will any
candid man contend that the judges are at
liberty to direct the clerk not to issue them
“after twenty-four hours,” or that they could
safi ly refuse to command the clerk to issue
them? Any judge who should attempt to act
on such a theory would deserve and receive
immediate impeachment. Yet Gov. Chamberlain “shocks aud surprises” you, bv the mere
“rumor” that he is “about” to issue Harris’s
warrant.
But you will urge as a last plea that the
practice ot our Governors under “the present
law” lias given it the construction for which
you contend, however contrary it may be to
the letter and spirit of the statute.
Upon th.s point I refer you to the masterly
reasoning of Gov. Cony in his inaugural address of 1864, where he reviews the whole subject and concludes with an intimation ot his
intention to hang Spencer, which he did
during the ensuing summer.
Yet neither the Legislature to which it was
addressed, nor that of 1865, elected just after
the execution, nor any subsequent
Legislature,
has expressed the slightest condemnation of
that act, nor of any dissent from Gov.
Cony’s
argument.

Therefore you will at least admit that a part
of the usage established under our present
law is to hang for certain varieties of murder.
The killing ol a warden not over mild in his
discipline and treatment by a white convict
whose term was soon to expire, has been punished with death under the present law without objection ou the part of the
lawmaking
power, and so far as I have ever heard it suggested, with the full popular approval.
Was the Press “shocked” or “surprised”
when Spencer was swung ff by Gov.
Cony,
not by “rumor” but in solemn
reality; or when
Gov. Cony himself was twice thereafter reelected by large majorities?
Or was the life of a warden of so much
greater value than that of two women, and the
“damnation of his taking off” so much
deeper” ?
Let us look facts squarely in the face.
Clifton Harris presents to the Executive and the
people of Maine a test case. Th< guilt of burglary, robbery, the murder of two blameless
and unprotected elderly ladies,
perjury and
(probably) rape, rest on his head, and' that, not
by the verdict of twelve fallible men, based on
the skilful adjustment of a thousand
deceptive
circumstances, but upon his own confession,
in open Court.
This full-grown negro has
blackened the era of the enfranchisement of
his race by the most brutal
complication of
crimes that stains the judicial records of Maine.
Think you that if he escapes the
people of
Maine will permit ano her prrsoner to
expiate
the not wholly unprovoked murderlof his natural enemy,his warden, on the
gallows? Do you
flatter yourselt that tuereafter the most
ignorant or imbruted assassin will
our
regard
present law” except with contempt? Or, to
quote your language, do you imagine that
thenceforth all the moral effect of the deathpenalty upon the minds of criminals might be
retained by keeping it on the statute book?”
No, sir, this case of Harris is destined to dethe refuge of lies” which is
stroy
imparted
to the present law.”
The Power which
out of evil still educes
good,” will grant us at last this single beneflt
Irom that hideous crime.
At last our law will be
settled, eithcSr by the
abolition of the death penalty, a'gainst which
act I do r.ot propose to offer the
slightest argument or opposition, or by the enforcement
ot this atrocious monster.
In the meantime I do not
propose to be
shocked or surprised” either by the
honor”
or the reality of the action of the
Legislature
in retaining or abolishing the death penalty,
nor of the execution of
the Auburn murderer.”

Public Safety.
The Portland & Ogdensburq Railroad.
On Saturday the town of Bridgton voted nearly five per cent, of its valuation in aid of the

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, upon condition that it shall go within two miles of the village. The Bridgton people urge that the road
go to the east side of the poDd (Sebago,) and

going through a porNaples,
tion of Bridgton known by the classic name of
“Piuhook,” two miles south of the main business part of the town.
To insure the adoption
of this route the town in its corporate capacity
and in private subscriptions will provide seventy-five thousand dollars. They propose to
cross

at

thence

interest all the other

towns in this, aud to that
end have chosen a committee to confer with
the people of Naples, Casco, Raymond and

Windham,

and it is declared that near
000 can thus be
provided for the road.

$200,-

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
Sunday evening

prt.a.?lled

on

the

text “abhor

eV|l'’i/nL-' a°h other frauds
W

ls

The Discovery or the North Pole.—Dr.
in his reoent lecture upon Arctic exploration expreses the most unbounded confidence in the possibility of penetrating to the
pole which has for so many years eluded the
search of explorers. He said:
It seemed impossible that the extensive area
of water around the North Pole could be frozen
Water was a restless element.
over.
Firmly
frozen waters of any great extent were unknown. The waters of the Arctic region moving in currents north and south, were kept
from freezing even where the thermometer was
greatly below the freezing point. There was a
milder region nearer the Pole than that at
which he had wintered in 1861. The
open Polar Sea lay within a belt whose barriers man
had not yet penetr 'ted, and now should
they
not make one more effort to plant the
flaa of
science over the unknown sea? He was fully
persuaded that that sea might be navigated
He favored the route by way of Baffin’s
Bay
which he had followed before. It was his
plan
to force his vessel through Smith’s Sound and
His plan was the same eleven
so to the Pole.
years ago. His force had not been all his fancy
painted it, and with only one little vessel he
had been able to do little more than experiment..
He should have had a steamer also.
They had reached the most northern point of
land on the globe, and they had stood 60S miles
Next to the route by
from the North Pole.
Smith’s Sound, he would give the preference
to that by way of the Pacific and Behring’s
Strait. It had the support of Gen. Thos. Kane
and the French expedition now fitting out proposed to go that way. Capt. Bent, U. S. N.,
favored this route, too. The route by way o!
Nova Zembla and Spitzbergeu he deemed the
least feasible. He asserted the dogma that the
explorer must go against the current and not
with it, and that by the route first mentioned
this must he done. He wanted to see the
American flag planted at the North Pole, and
he was anxious to conduct the expedition himself. He hoped the Government would give
one of the vessels which it had lying idle.
A
noble vessel had been offered him by a private
bear
all
he
would
if
the
There
party
expense.
was no promise of golden ingots at the North
Pole, but there was no telling what advantages
might grow out of the discovery of the North
Pole. He, however, sought, for the sake of
science, to make the trial. Science and Christianity had gone hand in hand through the
world. As a member of this Society, he was
for taking hold of the work.

unsparingly

that which is
denounced the

and the wholesale
corruption in office at
and WashingAlbany
ton and among the
Judiciary.

Portland and

Hayes

A

Farm

Picture.

wonder that thi mad houses are so richly recruited from the farm houses, as the statistics show—that the farmers’ daughter hangs
enchanted over stories in the weekly paper ot
the handsome Edward Augustus, with white
bands and black eyes—nor that the farmer’s
son hears the city bells that long ago rang to
Whittington, -‘Turn again Whittington, Lord
Mayor ot London,’ ringing to him as he
pauses in the furrow, “Turn again, piough-

boy, millionaire, and merchant 1”

Portland Daily Advertiser.—Our brethof the Advertiser have taken wing from
the nest where they have dwelt for the past
year with the “happy family” of the press, (personally, if not politically, speaking) and have
taken up their quarters in their new, elegant
and spacious offices on Federal Street.
We
ren

wish them all the prosperity that taleDt united
with energy never fails to secure.
News Items.
A correspondent informs the Tribune that
the late Democratic Legislature of Ohio, having enacted that no device of any kind should
be printed on ballots, nothing but the bare
names of candidates and offices for which they
were supported, and the Democrats of Monroe
Co., having headed their ballots “The White
Man’s Government," the State canvassers
have been constrained to reject all, returning

Republican

candidates as elected in that

Democratic stronghold.
An honest

Republican abstained

from vot-

ing be%use he had resided in the State less
year by fifteen minutes when the polls
closed election week.
In another part of the
country a voter’s right was challenged on the
than

a

ground that he would not be twenty-one until
hgdf an hour after the closing of the polls.
The project for the railway between Great
Britain and France has now assumed a definite shape.
The Anglo-French Railway

Bridge (Preliminary) Company has been formed with a capital of £8,000, for the purpose of

constructing
bridge across

the models for the proposed
the Straits of Dover. It is to be
a bridge from the Shakspeare Cliff, Doyer, to
Cape Blanc Nex, a short distance from Calais.

The length of the bridges will be 32,822 yards,
divided into ten arches, resting on piers rising
360 feet above the sea, which will permit the
passage of ships of the largest class.
One Representative and one Senator represent the Democracy in the Kansas legislatureThe Senator was elected by fraud and had only a majority of five at that.
Five thousand meteors were counted at the
Naval Obsgrvatory in Washington, Friday

night.
Gen. Dent, father-in-bw of the President
elect, is a Democrat. Some one asked him recently in Grant’s presence how Missouri bad
voted: “Voted for Grant,” replied the old man,
“but d-n me, if he got my vote.” General
Grant himself could not avoid enjoying his
father-in-law’s Democratic pluck.
Sam Cary, the hard-handed working-man
who was not elected to Congress from the Cincinnati district will probably be the next
Democratic candidate for Governor of Ohio.
A wrestling match between a young man of
23 years of age and a young girl of 21, came off
in New York on Monday evening. The female
proved the victor in five minutes.
Outside of Galveston nothing but specie is
used for currency in Texas.
The subject of the division of Texas will
come up for consideration upon the re-assembling of the constitutional convention of that

State.
The Coucord Statesman confidently predicts
that Hon. Onslow Stearns will be the next

Governor of New Hampshire, and that he will
administer the State Government with economy, fidelity, and to the entire satisfaction of
every Republican who takes part in the sweeping victory by which he will be elected.
Mr. Robert Bonner has given his celebrated
trotting horse “Dexter" to Gen. Grant.
The celebrated “Howland will case,” in
which Miss Hetty H. Robinson, the
plaintiff,
endeavors to recover of the executors of Mrs.
Howland a very large estate, which she contends

willed to

her, has been decided in
favor of the defendants by the United States
Circuit Court. An appeal has been taken to
the Supreme Court of the United States.
A committee of the Social Science Association has recommended the appointment by tbe
was

Governors of the several States of commissioners who shall meet at Springfield,
Mass.,
on the 1st of September for the
purpose of dea
uniform
vising
system of measures for preventing the introduction, and
the

checking

fatal consequences, of the various cattle diseases, which system is to be recommended to
the several State Legislatures for adoption.

State News.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Friday last, says the Bath Times, Mrs Sally
Cushing of Freeport, a lady near 78 years of
age, and wife of Mr. Rufus Cushing while
from the house

passing

the store near bv
either slipned. or was seized with a dizzy snell’
and fell, and being a very large
person, she received a fr cture of one of the bones of the
It is but about a year
left lore-arm
since that
she arose in the night, and bv a mis sten fell
from the second story of the house into
the
hall-way below, a distance of some IS feet without breaking a single bone, hut
receiving
bruises that made be. a most shocking sight to
behold; that she escaped alive was pronounced
by a11 Wh° are ac<l"ainted with the
f
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Waterville Mail says that one
of the
cows exhibited by Dr. Boutelle
at the Cattle
Show in Waterville, died on
Monday She
ate well in the morning and was
found dead
at noon, bloated badly.
Examination revealed
a quantity of potatoes and
other undigested
iea
®
and lermeuted food.
to

c“'racle

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
We learn from the
Bangor Whig that on
Saturday a lad named Johnny H.
through an open space into a culvert The
culvert led to the Penobscot river and the current was rapidly bearing the
boy toward the
river when Mr. Ezekiel Cobb, who had caught
the alarm from a comrade of the boy plunged
into the yawning gulf at the imminent pSril
of his own life, swam a considerable distance
in the rushing waters of the dark and horrible
cavern to the struggling boy, and by
great
and persevering efforts, though nearly exhausted thereby, bore him back in safety
Probably a minute’s delay would have proved
fatal, as the hoy had then almost reached a
beyond which it is entirepoint in the culvert
ly submerged, and a rescue would have been

Davis'fan

Impossible.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Machias Republican learns that a
young man named O’Neil, died recently in
one of the logging camps on the
Machias river, of brain fever.

Vicinity.

Adverliaemeuls

Attempted Stohe Breaking.—An unsuo-'
cessful attempt to "enter the
grocery store of
Mr. Trickey, on the corner of Portland and
Paris streets, was made
We

this Out.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Treatise on the Hair-Sarah A. Chevalier.

understand that when Mr.T.

about to close
up Saturday night the key was
gone trom the
usual place. Suspecting
something wrong Mr.
Trickey secured the door as well as he could
with boxes, &c. Sunday
morning he visited
the place and found a pane of glass
broken out
of the front window, and part of the boxes
thrown down, but there was no appearance of
the store having been entered or its contents
disturbed.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

New Books—Bailey & Noves.
Furniture-The Origina' John Crockett.
To ihe Friemls of Temperance.
Furnished Tenement Wanted.
Meat Cook Wanted-Turner &
William*
Notice—Win. M. Wiswell
B .orders Wanted at
Free
Street.
21*
Lite Insurance Agent Wanted
Tenement to l-et-M. G. hayden.
Genteel Tenement to Let.
Carriers
are not allowed
to sell papers singly or
by the week, under any circumstances. Persons who
are, or have been, receiving the Press " in this
manner, will center a lavor by
word at this office.

leaving

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Monday—The Court came in at 2 o’clock In the
afternoon and took up case
No. 230—Consumers Mutual Coal
Company v. William Baldwin & Trustees.
Assumpsit to recover $75,
balance due on a horse sold
by plaintiffs to defendant. The priceol the horse was
$100, and defendant had paid $25 of the sum.
Defendant refuses to
paj tlie balance, alleging that the horse was sold to
him as a good and sound
horse, but proved to be
neither. On trial.
Howard & Cleaves,
Deane & Verrill.
OCTOBER

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—The case of Jacob L. Hayes v. Seward
Dill, for trespass in attaching and selling 125 sheep,
was finished.
Mr. Whitcomb made the argument
for the defendant, and Gen.
for

Shepley

The jury gave the

plaintiff
Shepley & Strout.

a

pilaintiff

verdict for $390.20.
H. L. Whitcomb.

*

Art-Penciling* Abont Town.
Saturday morning old Sol rose bright and
glorious, with a beaming smile upon his face,
as if to express his
joy at once more carrying
health and happiness to the tenements of
the
well

the mansions ot the rich
How
people seemed to drink in the welcome sunshine, as they went about their business with
a springing
step, which all the horrible weather of the
past week had been unable to entirely soak out. Exhilarated ourselves
the
as

as

by

genial influence of a bright November morning we thought it a capital opportunity to step
into the studios and picture
stores, and see
what our artists and art-dealers had to show
us that was new and
pretty.
The studio of
our

attention.

Harry B. Brown first arrested
Harry has been spending the

Rumford, and one wall of his little
gallery is covered with the fruits of his labor.
Among them we would mention a beautiful
little “Autumn Scene” which is full of poetry.
summer at

This is

especially

noticeable when

members that marine views are

ialty.

It

vividly

recalls that line

re-

one

Harry’s specof Bryant’s:

“I'he Summer tresses of the trees

are

gone.”

Then there is a view of’Rumford Ferry,” another of “Petty’s Cove,” which is a fine speciof coloring, and many others we have not
time to specify. He is at present at work on a
large picture “Grand Menan from a Southern
men

Aspect” tor W. L. Putnam Eiq. The bold
cliffs, which resemble the Palisades on the
Hudson, and the “cruel, angry waves” are
particularly well done. Every one should see
this, tor it will be one ot Brown’s best efforts
in rocks and waves. A view of the homestead
of Mr. John E. Dow at Oromucto, N. B., called forth the remark from Mr. Dow “that is
the spot to the life.
Miss Haley has two paintings of grapes, one
of which is the best we have yet seen from
her brush.

She is

a

paiustaking

and hard-

young artist.
Cloudman has on exhibition in Hale's window the best thing we have yet seen by him
Hudson’s
entitled
“Sea-Side
Sports.”

working

studio has not yet been opened for tbe winter.
F. F. Hale, Free St., has on hand some very
choice chromos. Among them we particularly notice “The Scrap Book” from Miss Oakley’s painting of that name. “God’s Acre”
after Miss E. Osborne; and “Autumn Fruits”
after \V. M. Brown. The “Scrap Book” is
the most elaborate attempt in the chromo line
we have ever seen.
The color ot the afgban
hanging from the drawer of the old fashioned

sideboard;

the carving of the easel; the figures in the paintings; the pictures in the book:

reminding one of Meissonier. “God’s
Acre" is a charmingly sad representation from
Longfellow’s poem, although the artist has
chosen a season ot the year hardly contemplated by the poet, but it gives more of effect and
interest to the world at large. The “Autumn
Fruits” is very nicely done, the pears and
all

lilies very true to nature,
MoKenny and Davis display Hill’s “Bridal
Veil Fall," which attracted so much attention
at our State.Fair.and the chromos from “Crushed by Icebergs.” Geyer has not got fairly settled in his new store yet, but he has a nice little collection of flowers done in water colors.
B. F. Smith & Co., our well known photo-

graphers, have lately executed

little
card photograph of the eldest member of the
Cumberland Bar, taken in his well known
winter walking-suit, from a pen and ink
sketch by a yonug amateur of Commercial
street. Also a charming little reminiscence ot

yachting, taken from

a

neat

crayon drawing by
young artist.
Much more could be written and much descanted upon that we must necessarily omit in

other

Under-Shirts and Drawers in all
at Chas. Custis & Co.’s, Congress st.

Concert.—City
evening on the occasion

Hall was crowded
of the

Floral
Men’s

Conceit for the benefit of the Young
Christian Association, which was given by 500
children, under the direction of Mr. G. W.
Gardiner.

As the curtain rose it revealed a sight charming to behold. Some five (hundred children
presented themselves, their countenances
beaming brightly. The misses were arrayed
in white, with garlands of flowers in their hair.
And then the singing. It was sweet and melodious. Miss Ella Bonuey presided at the

largest stock ot fine Table and Pocket
Cutlery, Scissors, Porte-Monies, 8cc., &r., to
be found in he city, is at McDuflee’s.
Blindness, Deafness and Catarbh.—Dr.
Carpenter, the Oculist and Aurist, is daily receiving patients at the U. S. Hotel. See advertisement.

ed that the Concert might be repeated.
Professor Gardner deserves credit for the
successful manner in which he has instructed
these children and
successful issue.
the same kind.

a

brought this Concert to such
We hope to have more of

Artemus Ward Memorial.—The entertainment given at Deering Hall last evening
for the purpose of raising funds to erect a suitable monument over the grave of “Artemus
Ward” was not* we regret to say, so largely attended as the object deserved and as the entertainment should have commanded. Tbe music
Portland String and Brass Band was of
the highest order. Mr. John Morgan was in

by the

capital voice

and sang beautifully, being often
encored. The sketch of the life of the “Gentle
Humorist,” with anecdotes and illustrations
by Mr. E. O. Haile, was capital. In short, it
was

a

capital

few that

affair and well

enjoyed by the

Undoubtedly, the attraction of the 500 children at City Hall drew
away large numbers who, otherwise, would
have attended Deering Hall.
were

present.

Charcoal Swindler.—A vender of charcoal who had been selling it in baskets that
contained but a bushel and a half was arrested yesterday by officer Adams and compelled
to make good the deficiency, and to answer to
Purchasers of charcoal should look
to it that the baskets are of the proper size.
The city ordinance requires them to be nineteen inches in bread'h, in every part of the
seventeen and a half deep, from
the top ot the basket to the highest part of the
bottom; and the basket shall be heaped.

Obsequies.—The funeral of the late Mr.
Daniel Starr took place from the residence of
his son, Mr. Geo. H. Starr, yesterday afternoon, and was attended by a large number of
citizens.

Kev. H. S. Carpenter, of Brooklyn,
N. Y„ officiated, and made some beautiful and
impressive remarks, touching the life and character of the deceased.
The Fire at the Gas Works.—The fire
that occurred last week in the coal shed of the
Portland Gas Company, and which it was
thought had been extinguisned, it seems had
only smouldered, as it broke out again Sunday
and an engine had to be sent for. The whole
p.le of coal will have to be overhauled.
Mr. William Baldwin, a contractor on the
Knox and Lincoln railroad, who resides in this
city, and who was reported by the Bath Times
to have been stabbed and killed in a fracas at
Waldoboro, has arrived at his home safe and
sound. The announcement was a mistake
from beginning to end.
Miss Kellogg.—Miss
Kellogg is decidedly
convalescent, and there can be no doubt that
all expectations will be fully realized to mor-

night. We are sorry to say that Miss
Dusseldorf has also been suffering from the
same affliction, but we understand that she is
row

rapidly improving.

A Bbl. of Good
[Delivered
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St. Louis
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Family

Near Grand Trunk

Harper's Bazar.—The number for

next

Flour

Co,

,00t ot KraDkl|n gtreer,
ul»l. ol Flour to families a’
wholesale*

single

Price9-_
IMMENSE

oc23BHdlm

INCREASE

OF

SALES!

Allcock’s Porous Piasters.
here One n. sold a few year*
age,
Thou .and are eeld now.

W

J
a

Temperance Meeting This Evening.—
The friends of Temperance are invited to assemble at Sons of Temperance Hall this evening, to consider what measures are necessary
to be adopted at the present time to advance
the interest of the cause in this city.
Every
true £jpnd of the cause is earnestly
requested
to be present.
See advertisement in another

column.
If any lady is in want of
we would advise her to just

elegant cloak,
drop in to E. E.
Little’s Cloak Rooms, corner Congress and
an

Brown streets, and there see lor herself
garments of every pattern and color, and so cheap
that she will thank us for this bit of advice.
We would not forget to say to those in want
of shawls also, that we there saw some of the
most

elegant Paisley

square)

ever seen

shawls (both long and
in Portland.

It is said that the proprietors of the celebrated Plantation Bitters rent no less than nine
pews from the different denominations in New
York city for all those of their employees who
will occupy them regularly, free of

charge.
certainly praiseworthy, and it is to be
hoped that others who employ a large number
of people, will follow the
example. The above
(act, accompanied with the beliel that a firm
who would look so closely after the morals and
welfare of their employees, would not undertake to impose upon the public, has induced us
to give the Plantation Bitters a
trial, and having found them to be all that is represented,
we cordially recommend theiu as a tonic of
rare merit.—[Observer, July 1st.
Magnoli a Water.—Superior to the best imported Oerman Cologne, and sold at half the

Back.
New York, Nov 23d, 1859.
T. Allcock «2fc Co.—Gentlemen: 1
lately suftered severely from a weakness in
my back. Having
heard your Plasters much recommended lor cases ol
this kind, I procured one, and the result was all 1
could desire. A single Plaster cured me lu a .week.
Yours respectfully,
.J.U. BRIGS,
Proprietor of (he Brandreth House.

Principal Office, Brandreth House, New York.
«r~Sold by all Druggists,
oct

^_novl4-eod&w

The Portland City Business Directory.
To be issued Jan’y 7,1869.—The canvass for this

important and much needed work is now being pushed with activity. Our citizens will be
called upon by the Agents for the information

requisite,

and the compilers will be obliged for
full a return as possible, as the book will
contain the name and address of every male
as

resident and

housekeeper in the city. The city
thoroughly and systematically canvassed, affording in one volume a complete
City Business and Copartnership Directory,
will be

with a valuable appendix of all miscellaneous
matters relative;to Banks, Churches, City and
State Government, Societies, Bailroad, Steamboat and Steamship
an

[Companies—forming

accurate and truthful index of the city and its
interests since its rebuilding. The book will
contain a full commercial register and business department for New York and
Boston,
and have an extensive circulation in both cities.

All orders or communications can be left
with the Publishers, Messrs. Carter & Dresser
59 Exchange St., or with the
Smith

compilers,

&

Kimball, Deering

Hall.

SPECIAL

P. O. box 1725.

NOTICES.

Chevalier’. Treatise .a the Hair, free to
away at the Drug Stores, or sent by mail
Iree. This book should In every house.
It teaches
to cultivate and have beautiful hair, and restore
gray
hair to Its original color, stop Its
falling out, and re
move all irritation or dandruA from the
scalp, thus
keeping the hair beatlful to the latest period of life.
SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D„
no!7eodSNlm
U23 Broadway, N Y.

-

are

WH

the only authorized Agents »or the sale
celebrated Instruments In the State of

of these
Maine.

S.

H.

STEVENS & 00,

To accommodate those who wish to

Its Effect is Perfect : Us Action Instantaneous !

Cristadoro's Hair Preservative
BEAUTIFYER Is

a

preparati jii of equal merit

from turning gray.
where it has been tried, and

as a means of keeping
the hair tree from scurf and dandruff, and the scalp
from exfoliations, ;s perfectly invaluable.

Sold by all Druggists, and applied by all Hair

Manufactory No 68
cipal Depot No 6 Astor H > 1 e.
Dressers.

Maiden Lane.

Prin-

oct_,8eod«&eowliMS2«

“A Standard Remedy.”
Such

“Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment
It has stood betore the public for 21 years,
and has never failed giving satisfaction In a single
instance. Every drop of this valuable compound is
mixed by Dr Tobias himself, therefore can always be
an

article is

relied upon. It is warranted superior to any other,
for the cure ot Chronic Rheumatism, Toothache,

Headache, Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet,
Mumps, Crodp, Burns, Cuts, S. a Sickness, Insect
Stings, Sprains, Cholera, Cholic, Spasms,Dysentery,
Bruises, Colds, Cougbs, Old Sores, Swellings, Pain
in the Limbs, Back and Chest. There i9 no medicine
the “World” that stands more on its own merits
“Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certificates can be 9een at the Doctor’s office, attesting

in

than the
to its

rare

STALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

RENEWER.
PERSONS WHO ARE GRAY
their hair restorer! to its natmal color,
has fallen ont. create a new growth, by its

Can have
use.

HAIR DRESSING In the world,
making lileless, stiff, braslty hair, soft and glossy.
Price $1.00. For sale by all druggists.
k. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.
oct20eoi<£eowlm
It is the best

Permanent Cara far Catarrh ! A WonDiscovery ! It you have an offensive discharge (horn the head, nostrils obstructed or dry;
loss
of hearing or smellllng; pain over the
partial
eyes; or a substance sticking In the throat, affecting
the voice, get Dr. Kennedy’s
“Permanent Corf far Catarrh!”
It completely eradicates all of the above
symptoms
ot this loathsome disorder, and la
curing thousands
who had become discouraged with using Snuffs and
caustic solutions.
This wondertul remedy Is sold
by all druggists, and is warranted to cure any case
of Catarrh not complicated with other disease. John
F. Henry (successor to Dernss Barnes.& Co.) 21
Park Bow, New York, Sole Agent.
Persons sendin ■ $2.23 and a history of their case to
derful

Dr. A. S.

KENNEDY, Auburn,

Dr.
will

him,

remain at the

19th inst,

Thursday,

CONSULTATION FREE.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 8 o’clock

__novl6dtd

MISS

CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM, 21 Brown
BLTND
street, Is very successful in all diseases of the

G

In

buai-

TRY
WELLCOME'S

Q

to be

the beat in the market.

C Price 33 cent, ssnd $1.00
For

L

and

Dyspspsia

per

battle.

Indigestion

USE WELLCOME’S

Liver

R
D

"

Regulator & Dyspeptic Curer.

By Recommended highly.
Sold by the trade
generally.
PREPARED ONLY BY

J‘

D

B ^XT ON,

nov9

JR.,

Yarmouth, me.

q

d&w3insn

seabury,

Cogswell,

Torrey,

Mradon, Higgna; Ann, Abbott; Ageuora.
•*; Belle, Young, and Susan Duncan Turner, do;
Ivi.iR Arrow, Curtis. Jersey City ; Gen Peavev,
Armstrong Perth Amboy; Hone t Abe. Conary, So
\r I >y; Leader, Hollirook, and Amanda Powers,
R ii i-on, do; L Crockett. Crockett,
do; t envoy,
neh. do; Amity, Merritt. Millbr dge; Claia NorNortou. Bangor; Jas Gareelon, Anderson, Yarmm h; Tasso, Snort well, Wiscassct, and
Lady El
en Adams, Wiscassct
i. low, ship Tennys >n from Calcutta,
i- 16th,sebs A Lawrence, Jackson.
Alexandria;
on. Rich; Mora, Barter; Comet, Dow. and E»\
Woiraell, Cala s; Muriel, Kaler, Waluoboro;
’iuueola, Davis, and I>olpliiii. Davis, Ellsworih;
I'.i '.ion.Spear, and Com ord, Shaw, Rocklan •; RichGuptill. Rocklana: Ant, stauw od, Cranbert-les. O E Dodge, Hinckley. • ath.
16th, barque Brother.*, Weeks, tor Galveston;
••

THEIB STRICT
UNRIVALED STRENGTH

1

PURITY,

attracting

DELICIOUS FLAVORS,
AND GREAT ECONOMY,

trade from lovers of choice flavwhich is without a parallel.
Their great success is because
they are the true
rtch flavors qf the fruits and
spices qf remarkable
are
ors

a

strength.

e*-«oy. James Y. Smith, ot Providence, K. I..
‘‘My w te pronounces them superior to any

•ays:

flavoring

extracts she has

ever

used.”

Ex-Giov. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut,
says: “Fora long time we have used them, ana
And them very fine,”
Dr. J, Q. Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author ot
“Katrina,” »Xrc., the well-known author ot Springfield, Mass., says: ‘‘They are the standard in this
vicinity,”
Dealers treble their sales with them.
Sold in Portland, Me., by
NAitlL* CHADWICK, 99 Market
square
And by all dealers in choice flavors. se25 6rnlawSsn

To Holders ot Government Bonds
AMO

OTHER

SECURITIES A8B

Union Safe

VALUABLES.

Deposit Vaults,

Slate si., Boston.
LEE, HIGGINSON & Co., offer lor li K NT Safe.
Inside their Vaults, at rates from $20 to
$100 per
BlS°t0 receiTe> ou
Deposit, as Bailees, securities ot persons Special
living in the
of the Army
•f,r‘lv,elin"01 abroad, Officers
Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing lull particulars, forwarded on application
40

u’r.ii.!?.'y

?*nSter*

Cough

Har-

14th, sebs Arct:c, Healey, New York; Ring
Wooster; Am Chief, Snow, and S S Lewis,
tiding, do.

i

FOREIGN PORT*.
11 im Sydney, NSW, Sept 26, barque Heurv.
Bi r. Batavia.
Ai Newcastle, NSW, Sept 29, barque Aiulo
Saxon,
>11 !iew. fjr San Francisco next dav.
A at Australia Aug 31, barque
Chase,
tj<»r
inllO<lav>.
1; ‘.tavia—On the coast Sept 19,9hiD
Naples, IIutchinstu. lor Boston, Idg.
Accupulco 29tu ult, ship Herrnon, Morse, tor
i»• '• •<> iraine day.
Si i lhi Callao 15th ult, ship
America, Bartlett, tor
E»
and; 24th, Andrew Johnson, Mohan tor Chinch :i
1
port 27th ult, ships Thos Freeman. Owen: Saruur.mghim; Joseph Fish Stlcxrole, and Gtn
SI:
ley, Mernman, dis* Kit Carson, Penned ierg.
A at St John, NB, lttli inst, G w
Horton, from
it
land.
■

iPer steamer Hermann, New York.)
at Liverpool 31sc ult, Odessa, Small, St John.
N r via Portland.
A at Falmouth 1st inst, John N Cushing. Swap.
R» ..,'oon.
.Ar at Lamlash 20th ult, Pericles, Jones, from the
I le for New Yoik.
Ar at Sydney, NSW. Aug 25. Golden
Horn, Bice,
M< bourne.
A rat Calcutta Sept 29, Andrew Jack aou.
Field,
B<> »bay; 30th J H
McLarring, Coming, tiaiie.
Ar at Marseilles 30th ult. F H Todu.
Maguire, ;m
Be: imore.
Ar at lirouwershaven 3Ah ult,
Mary M Blrd.Packu I, Baltimore.
A rat Stetln 20th ult, El Dji ado.
Harding, from

Baltimore.

SPOKEN.
•Art 31. lat 36 ?5, Ion 40, ship Ooakland, oi Bruns*
k. Peering East.
Nov 5, lat 2« 50, Ion 79 50, ship Princetou, from
M >bOe tor Liverpool.
Nov 9, »at 33 40, Ion 69 58. brig Merrlwa, 4 day*
fi u Portland
r Porto Rico.
w

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

BOOKS !

JUST

PUBLISHED,

RECEIVED, AND NOW KOB SALE BV

Hailey & Noyes,
BOOKSELLERS,
Exchange Street,

HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P.. Philadelphia,

Pa»_Bep22d&w3m*N
MARRIED.

Id Norway, Not. 8, Roswell Frost and Annie L.
Webb,
In Hebron, Not. 8, Carroll A.
Taylor and Alice J.
Jordan, both ol Buckfield.
1" Bebron, Not. 7.
by Rev. Mr. Gurney. Ilev. W.
H. Clark, of Ml. Vernon, and Lucinda
Barrows, ol
neb on.
In Greenwood, Not. 3, Levi F. Needham and
Miss
Adlie A. Packard.
In Bangor, Not. 12, by Rev. Geo. W.
Field, Rulos
L. Wilder, of Bangor, and Kate Merrill. Also, Alex
H. .Jenks, ot Brownviile, and Mr*. Marie M. Dunning, daughters ol A. H. Merrill, Esq., of Williamsburg.

consumption, Joseph M.

T1,

Life of Mark M.

Pucker,

■Portland.

Poinroy, by Mrs. Mary

Price.
E.

The Arts of Writing, Heading and Speaking,
by Edw. W. Cox,
Dr. Howel/s Family, by Mrs. H. B. Goodwin,
Author of Madge Sherbrooke, Stc,
The Music Stage, by George M. Baker,
The Flower ol liberty, by Miss Julia A. M.
Furbish.
Ruby’s Husband, Marion Harland,
Hawthorne's Passages from American Note
Books. Set,
Woman’s Kingdom,
Cheap Edition of Waverly, 4 volt, in one,

150
1 50
1 60
1 60
4 f0

$1 75
1 M
1 50
1 75

JlVE5fll.E9.

Changing Base, by Everett,

115
l 25

Lion Ben, by Hev. Elijah Kellogg,
The Nursery Series, in 3 vols, via:

The Sick Doll.
1 50
The Child’s Auction,
1 50
Tiie Great Secret,
l 50
Jack, the Conquerer, by E. C. Bowen,
2 50
Or* Any of t.ie above works will be forwarder! by
mail upon receipt ot price.

BAILEY & NOYES,
nol3dti

Exchange Ml,

Portland.

[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 24 o’clock,
trom his late residence, No. 6 Spruce street.
At Bolster’s Mills, Harrison, Nov. 15,
.Mary Gould,
widow ot the late Ephraim Cook, of
Casco, in the
93th year ot her age.
[Funeral at the residence of her son, O. G. Cook.
Wednesday afternoon, at 1 o’clodk. Relatives and
triends are invited to attend.
In Kennebunkport, Nov. 8. Mr. Wra.
McLoud,
aged —; l itb, Mr. Sami Goodwin, aged 64 years.
In Harpswell, Nov. 10, Mrs. Mary Alexander,
aged
92 years 2 months.
In Gorham. Nov. 6. Mary Ella, daughter ol the
late Louisa I>. and Eli Morton, aged 12 veats and 10

Furniture

In Saco, Nov.
years 8 months.

Fannie Goodwin, aged 17

Where he would be happy to see and wait upon all
his old iriends and customers.

DKPARIURE OFOCEAA S1KA.MEKS.

Corner Market and Federal Streets,

10,

Miss

FROM

DESTINATION

Rising Star........New York. .Aspin wall_Nov 16
Etna...New fork. .Liverpool.Nov 17
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg_Nov ’7
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Nov ]8
Siberia.New York.. Li verpool_Nov 19
Columbia.New York. .Havana.Nov 19
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.Nov 21
Nova Scotian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 21
Hammonia.New York.. Hamburg.... Nov 24
South America
New York. .Rio Janeiro .Nov
Scotia.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 2*
Aleppo..New York.. Liverpool.Nov 26
Columbia.New York. .Glasgow.Nov 28
Germania.New York. Hamburg.Dtc 1
RU8pia.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 2
Samaria..
.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 3
Aliemannia....
New York.. Hamburg.Dec 8
China.New York.. Liverpool.... Dec 9

THE ORIGINAL

John

Rear

Dost

Oltice.
PORTLAND, 'll

nolTdtw

TEMPERANCE
The Friends of
are

Sons of

NS

Winchester,

Boston lor
or

Brig Josephine, Young, Providence
,0<,W'0t

*«-

Temperance Hall,
ON

This,

Taesday
AT

7

COa** leahiuK badly ■,

Street.

Also

terms

*&c, apply

a

Store

will

T

WM

nol7d3t

FROM

Oak street,

*

or

WILSWELL,

his bouse

on

Congress ft.

To

Let]

UENTEKL TKNEMF.NTof eight rooms. Hard
water; lower story— u HBSml'U strese.
For terms, &c. enquire at No. 21.
u \t7dlw*
and suit

WANTED.
A First-Class Meat Cook,
AT

Wind, Dyer

rut. AlOBSTA HOIUC,

TURN E It

Prize Banner, Atkins. Bangor tor Provincetown
Kosciusko. Keltev,
hornaston-or Boston
DanjCi
Webster, Hart is. l3av St Lawrence tor Salem.
Nov 12—Ar, schs R M Brookings, Duuton, Bancor
lor Boston, (and sailed IStb.)
Njv 14—Ar. sob Old chad, McClintock, Portland
Nov IB—Ar, sch Essex, ltomer, irom Calais for
Boston.
and

ou

4

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
schs East

M
At

A

discharge

Cushing.

BOOTHBAY, Nov 10—Ar,

ud House

to

To Let.

Pierce. Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Gipsey Queen. Ward. Tremont.
Sch Rienzi,
Stackpole, Thomas ton.
Sch Gen Grant, Adams, Aina.
Sch Elmaral. Seiders. Damariscotta.
Sch Alice C Fox, Adams,
Hoothb.iy,
Sch Hudson, Poland, Kockland tor New York.
CLEARED.
Steamer Dirlgo, Johnson, New York—Henry
fox.
Barque Echo, ( Br) Dunham, St John. NB.
Sch Fanny Given, (Br) Brown, Margaretville.N'S—
John Porteous, and S K Randall.
Sch Allen Lewis, Sterling, New York—Nickersons,
Litchfield <fc Co.

SAILED—Barque

ETCuing,

O’CLOCK,

DESIRABLE TENEMENT, No lti Smith *t.,
ou the first fioor; uowiy purue i Ihrougbont.
Hard and so t water and g •• Inqu.ra ou iUe premises, or at No 233J Congress st.
M. G. HAYDEN.
Portland, Nor 17,1868.
qtf

—

aDd

l.J

public aro hereby notified that Wm. M. Wli»
rpUE
A
well haring removed to his now ie«>d«QC
on
MuitJoy Hill, Congress Sf. near The Obserratory, It
now ready to ht Hi* laie residence on Cumberland

g* ■“rrr***,!**-

N«w york.
Sch Adds Inland. Bennett. New York
fc? ?.hawmut. Kicker. Boston.
Amherst, NS, for New York,
en'lbJr)

?epa?rser
Sch Frank

Temperance

invited to meet at

NOTIC E.

ARRIVED.

lor

Store,

November 1«.

Steamer Chase. Mulligan, Halifax,
Steamer New Brunswick,
Eascport and St John. NB.
Steamer Starlight, lrom Boston,
ling Julia E Arev, Philadelphia.

WhChbi,nf

AT

To take intv consideration matte'* of
special Interest to all iriends of tbe cause in tbit city.
November 17,1868. dn

MA HI 1ST Jj]

.JiVauKS?’

FOUND

CAS BE

SANBORN <£ LEAVITT’S,

—

Miniature Almanac.November 17.
San risea.6.59 1 Moon seta. 7 25 PM
Sun seta.4 31 | Hleli Willer.... 100 PM

Crockett!

A

WILLIAMS,

nolMlw

AUGUSTA,

ME.

Boarders Wanted.
A Gentleman and wl e can be acc
—-I.lea.ant trout room and board.
at 21 j Free St.

MERCHANTS EXOHANOE.

a nodat. d ir th
Also table board
uolTdtw*

Wanted.
Portland^' 'Cb* AllaDllaIe' “nJ JO
efficient agent to canyaas for a Hr»t cla«s Lit*
Balsam! from Portland.1*’NB’ l5tb lnst' **■ M T KU^orth. ANInsurance
Company.
Amplo compensation
fuaranteed Apply to Post Office B
ifoy.

has
superior for all
POSITIVELY
the Throat and
Langs.
no

lie

York.

\

re-

ON

B..»on,Mat,3,lW—aST'

Warren’s

onv

•»vi

Essay tor Young Ylen.

Momlav.

Spices

Ja *U

Thomas, Robinson, Alexandria; Addle M Bird,
ill, Philade'ph a; Fraokiin, CNat*h Calais.
L M—Ar ltth, schs Addie Kyerson,
HougQton,
Ralph Souder. Crosby. Puiladclnhia.
EWBURYPORT—Ar 14th. schs Montrose,Grier*
Elizabethport; Amelia. Eileins. New Yoik.
1 14th, seb Ganges. H’ggins, Machias.
l^fb. sebs Express, Conant. New York; WatchGrindle, Bangor.
1 DimMDUTH-Ar 13tb, sch A F
Howe, Elllt.

v

ex-

the Errors and Abuses incident to Youth and
Early Manhood, with the humane view of treatment and cure, ^nt by mail free ot charge. Address

THE-

Choice Fruits and

Walker, McFarland,

Cairic

sU

PORT OP PORTLAND.
-OF

13th, sells J G Collyer. Crobby.
Albany; TS McLeltbii. Farr. Richmond
Jas G Craig, Maxwell, Portland tor

uOSTDN—Ar 14th, sells Ruth H Baker,
Loring,
I .'adelphia: Geo H Bent, Smith, do;
May Day,
\ ;ms, Elizabethport; Sea Queen.
Wooster, Hobo*
:t.i; Bay State,
New York.
Id 14th, brig J W Drisko. Eaton, Cienluegos; scha
n McLeoa,
i.
Portland; Lebanon, Jordo: i.ath Rich, Paddock. Charleston.
*
A
15r
barques Marathon, Donnell, Bevrout;
..ry Fltuier. Dickey, Turks Islands; brigs Forest
.t >, Shute. Baltimore.
Open Sea, Cooiuba, Philahla: Circassian, Bunker, do; Ageuora. White,
'ton lout; Birchard &
Frisbie, F.lizabeth-ort; Elmira, Creamer, do; Proteous, Drisko, Ron!
; Julia F Carney. Carney, Wood’s Hole tor Wlssebs M B Mahoney, Coffin, Fayal; Keokuk.
I, Philadelphia; Alcoia, Dennison. do. Petrel,
and
s,
Judge Tenney, Cavanaugh, Elizabeth-

Batcbelor’s Hair l>ye.

NAMR

Great German Cough Remedy
It is
acknowledged

will

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappolnlment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects ot Bad
Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful blackor
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory Is Bond
street, New York.
japUssdlv

days.

JONES,

wood, in describing the present and future,
nese matters, Ac.
scplldtt

York,

preasly adapted to their condition, will be sent by
return mail, postage paid.
ocl3-sNd&w6w

In this city, Nov. 15, ot
Rand, tged 15 years.

Lovatt

Fa1 month Hotel until

New

lor

ew York;
: more.

Quickstep,

HAIR.

ceive his personal attention, and the Remedy,

land

oivj.DC.

The great sale for Dr. Tobias
Liniment, has induced several unprinci-

Venetian
pled persons to counterfeit this Valuable Remedy;
purchasers cannot be too careful to see that “Dr
Tobias’ Venetian Linim ml” is stamped on the glass,
done up In yellow paper, and signed “8.1. Tobias,”
All others are dangerous counterfeits, and all
hough
they may resemble the Venetian Liniment in color
and smell, beware ot them.
Sold by all Druggists
and Storekeepers throughout the United States.—
Piice <50 cts and $1 per bottle. Depot 10 Park Place,
New York.
oc28eod&eowlm

aad it it

vjr.
WPDRT—Ar

13th. schs Campbell, Torrey. Providence tor
rgetown, SC; Phenix, Johnson, Calais for New
V ik.
*- VLL RIVER—Ar 12th,
schs Dutarlo, Verrlll,
r:
iCethport: Maryland, Green, Newburg.
tioLMES’HOLE—Ar 13th, sebs Gen Howarl.
I *1 nson, Gardiner for Elizabethport; Sabao, LawM«n Addison tor New York.
litb, br g Gen Marshall, New Yrork and sailed
E
; sch Admiial, Stoelmun, Portland lor George*

virtues.

DIED.

cousnlt

-.

NORWICH—Sid 13th. sebs Coral, Kent, and Sarah
:i CoRamore, Bangor.
A WTUC'KET—Ar 13th, sch Tahiniroo, Cole, tor

•oi

Mtuple of the Toilet.

143 middle St.

Pay.

Milhken, Durtee. Havana.
d 14th. barques Jus E Brett, Nickerson, Monfevo: Arietta, Colcord, tor Boston; brig* Mariposa,
:hton, St Martins; Clara, < Br) Martin, Portland;
* 1*
>llcdo, Plummer, do; Gipsey Queen, Prince, lor
fodon; sebs Willie Mowe. Hilton, StJago; Kath*v:i, (Bn Wyman, St John, NB via Portland; Kate
•Ventworth. Adams. Nortolk.
\ r 14th, schs
Alamo, Chase, im Macbias; Martha
N
ois, Small, do; J Tinker, Stanley, and Maria
Hovt. Portsmouth tor Elizabethport.
11

a
N

It is demanded wherever
personal blemishes are considered oi sufficient consequence to be removed.

Nov 12-d2wsx

Wo Cure Wo

\r

.'<)•

Cristadoro's Hair Dye
!■

AjnD

ikie, Brown. Clierrytteld.
14th, brigs I* H Jenning-*, Noble, fiu Glasgow:

wu

A

28 eod&eowlmsx

al1, given

WEBER
Piano Fortes!

I

\

This is

Pr'ce.

es, Boston.
In port 12th, brigs Chas Mdler, Gilkey. for Boston
Jas Crosby, Long, lor Porto Rico, schs Ris
ng
Mill, Jones, t<>r Boston, ready ; Starlight, Jone*, lor
idg; Clara Bell, Amesburv, for Portsmouth.
ALT1MOKE—Cld lJtb. brig Jennie Monon.Bon
Port Spain; sch Lottie, Johnson, Porto Rico.
I ll ILADKLPHIA—cld 12th, sch Hattie Ross.
< k. Portland.
1 id
!3tli, brig C W Ring, Ayres, Salem.
>; i AY YDRK-Ar 13th, schs W P
King, Johnson,
Gardiner; J Whitmore. Baldwin. Port and; Milt..

Ihey strengthen, warm and invigorate the part
upon which they are applied, and relieve nervous attections of the bowels,
lumbago, pains in the side,
and usually all local pains, in
aflectious ot the kidneys they are of great service.

prevent
dryest
It is the iavonte at every toilet

The shades of night were stealing down,
As through our quiet little town
A wanderer sang a sweet refrain,
Which echo caught and sang again,
“Flor Del Santo,” Woodworth’s new perfume
for the handkerchief.
novl4 eodlw

* l
14th. ship Calhoun,» rarv, New York
NEW ORLEANS—Ar i»th. ships Gettysburg Edge.
New York; Emma, Rich, Boston ; barque Sitka,
Stone, Philadelphia.
Below, ship Caledonia, Darter, from Rath.
Towed to sea 1st, barque E C Litchfield.
PENSACOLA—ar 7tb, brigs centaur. Moore,(jal\edon: Lizabel. Ryder, Mobile,
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 12th, sch Ri.dng Sun,

Depot,

week, richly illustrated, has been received at and repute. Its effect npon the hair is electrical. It
fastens every loosening fibre, replaces harshness
the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden
with silkiness and flexibility, semi-baldness with
Brothers, Lancaster Hall. This journal of
Fashion take# the lead of all others, and is a luxuriance, dullness with gloss. Its use will incline
the straightest hair to curl and
the
welcome visitor to the parlor circle.

1,1’ ’th »n>t,
»hlp Swallow,
Mcl.MUkhiiii New. Y«.s.
A U
sin, a Jan ; K K«» 'cr, Alien. New York;
N »*>• it: >. : e. Mvk«i.*on, do; ICib,
Euctilc fcpaik,

and warranted at

Commercial Street.

>

DOMES, 1C V OK IS.

Family Flour!

free of expense

a

The best billiard hall in a hotel in Boston is
that of the AMERICAN HOUSE.
Guests
will find that every provision has been made
for their needs and pleasures while sojourning
in this favorite hotel.
No. 22.

the law.

basket, aD<t

Kennebuiikpoit

Earned.

iw«

Will buy

Just received per steamer Palmyra, a very
fine assortment of new and rich Fancy Silk
Goods, and some very choice articles in Stationery. Falmouth Bazaar, 118 Middle street,
under Falmouth Hotel.

piano-forte, an! with great success. The choruses were given in good time and with fine
rendition. The songs and duetts were handsomely rendered by the children. We will
make no invidious distinctions, for all did well
and acquitted themselves handsomely. The
fault we heard found with the Concert was that
‘it was too short.” Every one who attended
went away pleased, and the desire was express-

Capt R 0 Patten, of Brunswick oil" will
bei
Al
14ib, b David t i: »k, d 'iblo
'leek barque of a»H>ut V>; i. n
rnont;
j,.
owned by Messrs Johns Finer» -,ud
:
r*, ol Boalou. or! t..|M coiuinaiH
b.
i. lisle.
G

comma in i

■ same

The

rising

Floral

qualities,

Ten cases of Velvet Hats for 75 cents at
Robinson’s No. 3 Elm street.
novl6d3t

an-

a

a newspaper article but from time to time we
shall try and keep our readers posted in whatever is new and worthy of notice.

last

Db. Bennett, room 23 IT. S. Hotel, heals
disease of the heart without medicine.

NOTICES.

A Prim, -art-il iv.nl,

was

Men’s Gloves at Chas. Custis & Co.’s.

Alice.
ot the Press

^oe

SPEC! AI
_

Saturday Dight.

ENTEHTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Concert—Miss Marla L uisa
Kellogg.

poor

What a vivid sketch is this which George
William Curtis draws of
some country
homes! Happily not all, nor yet the majority, are here painted, but that the picture has
its living originals, all must admit:
I think of many and many a sad-eyed
woman I have known in
solitary country
homes, who seemed never to have smiled,
who struggled with hard hands through the
melting heat and pinching cold, to hold back
poverty and want that hovered like wolves
about an ever increasing flock of children.
How it was scour in the morning, and scrub
at night, and scold all day long! How care
blurred the window like a cloud, hiding the
lovely landscape! How anxiety snarled at
at her heels, dogging her like a cur! How
little she knew or cared that bobolinks,
drunk with blind idleness, tumbled and sang
in the meadows below, that the earth was
telling the time of year with flowers in the
wood above. As I think of these things, ot
the solitary, incessant drudgery, of the taciturn husband coming in heavy with sleep—
too weary to read, to talk, to think, I do not

the

Vow

CoUj»t,

Diseases ot

person should be without it. Give It one tlial.
Sold by all Druggists.
B. F/BBADBUKY, Proprietor,
HoSdSmsv
Bangor,

from

Montevldoo. Sept 26

fombus’tl'n olPcoraia"y

Ship Hattie

d“*royed

E

Tapley.of

Launched—At Bath 29th ult. ttom the yard ot
Houghton Brothers, ship Prussia, of 1212 tons, ami
rating AX lor nine years. She is owned by tbe build-

,y

Oct 23

by ,I*on,ane"“'

_

nol7dltrj

Wanted!
I

FURNISHED TENEMENT of about ei*tw
months. Reference givtu
Address H. H., Press Office.
noi7dtl

A

rooms lor six

MISCELLANEOUS.
1411'3160 on til s track. Whiskey firm at an ad
Provisions quiet. Mess
valu e ol 2c; sales at 97c.
Voting.
I Pork 24 00; prime mess 2# 00; extra prime do 17 00 ®
AUCTION WAXES.
Beet Homs 26 00. Sweet pickled Hams 12c.
'-jt ifi.
17 60.
j his moruing the
Puil.itiki.pii
to
> !'
l.ard weak at 12}c, sellers February and March.
i :. 1i\,. :ht here from
sc
case of Mir
For opinion, no charge. Send sketch and descripBY TELEGRAPH TO THE
I
New York on
CikoihvAI
1 with illelut
Nov. 16.- Mess Pork dull at 24 60 ®
p’
26 00; the demand was light. Green Meats dull and
tion. For application send model not over one toot
ft
cieit udant failed
gal voting, w.i f >■
unchanged. Lard dull at 14$ @ 15c for prime steam, in
to auswer, and th
ail*-.,.
(into Saturday and
and
$10
t»i>t
size,
‘ioverument and Stamp tees.—
16$c for prime kettle rendered. Bulk Meats
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
The Next Entertainment of
was declared forfeited.
Mr. .Maun, who repre- quiet. Bacon—shoulders offered at 13c.
the course will le a
Specifications, Drawings, caveats; assignments presented the prosecution, staled that when the
pared; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interferA < and 50
Milwaukee. Nov. 16
Flour quiet and firm at
was
for
a
continuance on Friday
Broinfleld Street,
application
unchanged
rates. Wheat firm; sales No. 1 at 1 29;
ences, extension of patents, and appeals.
Patents
112 and 114
made he feared this result, the flight of deNo. 2 at 1 17. Oats firm at 48c for No. 2.
New
Corn In
Novmeber 17,1868.
taken
out
in
all European countries.
Illustrated
bostos.
fendant. He did not believe at the time that i.nr demand at 80c ior No. 2. Barley aud Rye nomiESTABLISHED 1ST 1843.
there was sincerity in the application, and did nal.
pamphlets, 110 pages sent tree. Address MUNN &
Parcel Sale of
MORRIS FRANKLIN, President.
W. H. BEERS, Vice Preet. and Actuary.
yew Hooka.
not believe any effort had been made to secure
CO., No 37 Paik Row, N. Y.
Nov. 16.—Cotton opened easy but closed
oc2Usd3m
Mobile,
Nov
Evening,
the attendance of witne. ses, whose absence
firm: sales 1500 bales; Middlings 224 ®
receipts
liRh, TUFSUAY. Nor 17, and
22jc;
„
eMh „
1213 bale»; exports 213 bales.
was the ground of a continuance ou Friday.
9 and 3 o’clock.
BY
Now if the bai I be sued out and the money seNew Orleans. Nov. 16.—Cotton—Middlings adFor
The annual Parcel Sale to the trad.
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Soutbwick, was to-day examined and held for opened with considerable animation and [.rices adAt a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
market rales. Call and examine goods and prices.
trial for illegal voting at the late election.
vanced | @ $c ^ lb.; receipts thus far about 1500
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
bead short of last week’s leceipts; sales to-day 1400
AID
ARREST FOR RAPE AND MURDER.
Middle Street, Portland.
URIEL RIDEOUT, late of Cape Elizabeth,
head at9@9jjcior best extra Ohio and Kentucky
been in successful operation in this city, and
Me.
Scarboro’
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taOr at 1X0 Nudbury Hirers, Bouton.
Springfield, Nov. 16.—Dr. Paul M. Brenau,
has met with a very liberal patronage nnd has
steers, and 7$@ 8$c for fair to piime Illinois and Inken
diana and 5 @ 7c for common to fair state aud Micha physician who has been stopping in this city
upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the not failed in a single istance ■ o give perfect satisfacwill
resort
.
eea-side
WSecond-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale
This
new
and
law
demands
directs.
All
elegant
persons having
upon tion, as can he shown by names of some of the first
for the past few weeks, was arrested this mornigan. Sheep in large supply and neglected at 3$ @ 5, the
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam
Market Square, Congress Street.
estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit
open on MONDAY, June 22d, 1868, and
improvement atfamilies of this city.
and 5 @ 5$c for Lambs.
tached to Tilton & McFarland’s
For
rouud.”
ing on a chaise ut rape and murder, commitcontinue
the
the
and
all
indebted
to
said
estate
are
open
year
Oct 30-d3wIs
persons
same;
Safes, can oraer
order °’
ot
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.—Coal Market. —The
g3T“The Machine will remain here hut a few weeks
Nov. 19 and 20.
ted in New Haven, and taken to that city.
Waterhouso & Co.
of situation (upon the finest beach
Fmery,
called upon to make payment to
_beauty
so
firm
been
not
the
has
market
during
past week,
logger.
Jan
15
and
SNlstw
in
lew
each
lor
fishing
facilities
bathing,
ot
Lvman.
ntoAadv
England),
DORANCE DAY, Executor,
Orders left at Marrett, Poor & Co’s No 90 Middle
remainder of time
the sellers being fully equal if not in excels oi the
CALIFOltNIA!
noll-law3w*
drives, the Kirkwood is unsurpassed, and tranCape Elizabeth, Nov. 4tli, 1863.
St, and 35 Commercial St, will meet with prompt at- sient
KEimiCKV.
purchasers. This weakness is owing to a variety of
and permanent boarders are assured ot every
tention.
however, to the recent mild weather;
chiefly,
O
causes,
«
attention.
Billiard Hall connected, and excellent
IV
TWO NIGHTS
SALE OP A NEWSPAPER.
Passage TicVeta lor sale at the
but it cannot be denied that the great advance at the
Enquiries by letter answered personally. nol2tt
For Sale I
stable accommodations, with coaches daily meeting
lowest rates, on early application
last Scranton sale was influenced by speculation,
Cleansed and Repaired
all trains at Oak Hill Station, on the P. S. & P.R R.
The Schooner ANNA M. NASH, ol
Louisville, Nov. 16.—Tlio Louisville Demv at the
which
warrant.
not
The
New
York
!
did
the
demand
ONLY
Ali communications should be addressed to
ocrat ha'S been sold to John E. Hatcher, a well
Boothbav, Me., 125 tons, carpenter’s
market is probably more
JkAj
WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
quickly influenced by the
■ONION TICKKT OFFIt h
JAMES GUNNISON,
measurement, in good condition, well
known .Southern journalist, and W. Henry
weather than any other, it having been depressed in
Is now located at his newstoreNobl FedArfli
street,
Oak
Me.
(bund
in
Hoose,
Hill,
the
be
and
Kirkwood
of
will
will
t' e eai ly portion of the
eral st, a tew doors below Lime street,
attend
sails, rigging, anchors
Journal,
YAMA
while the cool weathTHE
Perrin, late Secretary
JUkik*GREAT
FUSI
49
aired, Portland.^
week,
I-II
Exchange
chains.
Is an extra built vessel, and
P. S. Closed to transient visitors on the Sabbath.
er of t he U8
to his usual business of Cleansing and Repairing
the publisher.- Mr. Hatcher will be the mant^w days has had the reverse effect.
cariles irell in proportion to her
\ easels have not been so
lour years
July 17. dtl
i
LITTLE cf CO..
Clothing ol all kinds with his usual promptness.
D.
IF.
plenty and Freights have old, and is a good sailer. Soldtonnage;
aging editor. .The paper will be Democratic. an upward
to close a concern.
*W"Second-liaiid Clothing for sale at fair price*.
To-morrow’s issue will contain the announce- ed by the tendency, which will be greatly governAgent.-.
For further particulars apply to
Mar 13-dtt
supply orthe ensuing week. If they reJan 8—eodt*
ment of the change.
___
PERKY
HARPER’S
NICKERSON,
&
main scarce tuc rates ot
THACHER.
Flour.
for
adwill materially
Storage
Freight
dtt
186*.
October
Acrobats,
while
80,
no
Gymnasts,
vance,
Top Spiuners,
probable number ot arrivals can
Schooner for Sale.
room lor Flour roav be had on appllca
have a depressing influence.
Jugglers. Actors, Dancers,
FLETCHER & CO
The Scb. Marion, six years old, all
tion to
WISCONSINWanted.
Deciaimers
159
Athletes,
No.
Chicago, Nov. 16 —Flour active and firmer;
Commercial
white
oct31d2w
oak, copper fastened, coppered
A A,
Street.
HOMICIDE.
BOY WANTED. One residing in the
m-U
with pure copper.
and Posturists.
Spring extras 5oo@e73. WheaTfim and active at
Length 81 5-12 leet;
writing, PRINTING, DRAWING and
lower part of the city preferred.
MRS. BASCOM,
advance of 6^6$c; sales No 1 at 1 16 @ 1 18;
Address Box
ARITHMETIC.
i AflUIA 18 feet beam; depth of hold B 9-12; In
Madison, Nov. 16—Jacob Gannier, a rough, an
FOB
Master Troupe of the World 1
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2374.
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William Jones, this forenoon. After a prelim- 4c; No. 1 at 80c; No. 2 at 76 @ an advance of 4 @
For sale Wholesale and Retail by
P.stole Powder, Shot, and all kinds ot
and
the Japanese Fashion.
make a first class Yacht or Fisherman. Now lying
services ot a first-class experienced DRESS
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76$c;
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examination
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For
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No.
1
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inary
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•
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7
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&
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Burglar Proof Safes
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Block, Portland,

Best Protection Against Fire
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Tailoring Goods.
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YORK’S,

Wo. 90 Middle St.
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The Mercantile

Grand

Library Association
Concert
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merchants
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Miss CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG,

fob

SALE

mThe

Blank

Books l

manufacturing.

G

<IIV\ B>l

t

L I £R S?
J. KINSMAN

Binding, Lithographing, Printing

^^Uoorsopen

A

Irs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrni

HOUSES

ANEW

Philadelphia,

~

>1.

lj.
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New York & Boston, Nineteenth Annual Course.
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————

PUBLICATIONS.

United States

Hotel,

Wednesday Eve'ng, Nov. 18,
CITY
iTa L L

NATIONAL TRUST 00%

STONE WARE Augusta House!

Eight Lectures, &c.,

Crrand Concert!

Standard and Gift Books,

againT

WIW.

€.

BECKETT,

Merchant

Tailor,

Street,

Miss CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG

DRAIN, SEWER
--

Invite the Public

WATER PIPE.

Dramatic R catling

STOCK AND NEW STORE. GEO. VANDENHOFF, of N. Y.
i.ioctiim:.

PROPOSALS

St. James Hotel,

SEALED

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

Business College
Congress

LECTURE,

nou!>_|d2w

THIS

JOHN B. GOUGH, Esq
LECTURE,

St.

Seizure

Louis Flours!

O’Brion,

Goods

NOTICE

GEORGE

LECTUBE,

Pierce Ac Co.

N. O.

Rev. SAMUEL OSGOOD, of N. Y.

CRAM,

Commission

Merchant,

Hon.

St. Lawrence

House,

Wendell

Phillips.

LECTURE,

$500.

Very Low Prices

Reward.

Rev.

STOLEN

preferred

WlCURTIS, Esq.

E.

H.

CHAPIN.

C.

by

Shawls,

NOTICE

K.

BABB’S.

Poplins, Thibets,

Royal Victoria Hotel,

MclParland,

MR.

NOTICE

J. S. PEASLEY'S

Feather

'GUNNISON’S.

Thursday

Renovator ! KIRKWOOD HOUSE
Beach,

HAS

Friday,

O Tu

Something
Best

OFFICE

rLected

foU

k

THE

CYRUS K. BIBB,

’T H I

New for the Children !
thing

Out

Japanese Troupe

School and Family Slate I j STORAGE
FOR
GUNS,

I

SALE,

!

Cough Wo More.
WOULD

Poetry.

SCHOOLS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Prom the Atlantic Monthly, for December.]

Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. Forest City Academy.

Autumnal.
Can this bo sadness? this lorebode decay?
Aie these the vestments of luueteal Woe?
Sure, hues that pale like these the dawning’s glow
Xhevrather deck some dryad’s lestal day?
Bail, radiant hour! thrice welcome, gladsome ray,
That kindling through these boughs, with golden

Coe’s

Cure.

Dyspepsia

doe’s
Coe’s

II.

O'er banks of mossy mould bow lightly strewn
All the wan summer lie-! ibe heedless tread
had not pale leaves fled,
Awakes no sound; and,
wind were not known.
As soft it came, the low
and
the
sharp
long-drawn shadows
How strange

Ooe’s

thrown
From lank and shrivelled branches, overhead,
While trom their withered glories, spoiler-shed
autumn-scents are faintly blown!
The
Ah! relt ana ravaged bowers, the garish day

Dyspepsia

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Cure.

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Cure.

Coe’s

me.

HI.

hour
Why holds o’er all my heart this dreamy
A sway that spriug or summer never knew
Why seems this ragged gentian, wanly blue,
Of all the circling year the jairest flower ?
Whence has each wandering leaf this mystic power

Coe’s

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Coe’s
Coe’s

Mr. C. Edwards Lester contributes to the
December number of Harper’s Monthly some Thii world renewed remedy lor fcthejumalling cure
of
Interesting reminiscences of the artist Elliott.
The following extract from Mr. Lester’s journal, it will be noticed,is dated but a tew
months before Elliott’s death:
April 17,1868.—Called to see Elliott by appointment to talk about tbe new art of coloring marbles through the entire mass, and if it
Pound him down in the sa- Indigestion, Sick Headache, Sourwere a lost art.

DYSPEPSIA,

loon. He had been drinking more than usual.
But his bead was clear, and his heart overflowing with the richest and most generous
humanity. He was alone. He listened for a
few moments, and then putting his hand on
my shoulder, said with a deep and tender

L-, 1 don’t want to talk to“My
day—I want to speak of something a great
deal bigger than that. 1 must stop drinking.
I have thought it all over. You know all
dear

about this business.

I want to take tbe
pledge. Can’t you give .t to me as a friend?
It will be better so!”
“I can, my dear fellow.”
“Well, then, come up to the bar, and write
it out here while 1 take my last drink. Itiind,
L-, write it strong.”
I wrote it.
He came to the table, and
slowly taking the pen aud holding it a while,
as he turned on me his deep, earnest gaze,

how

see

it will

soon

dispel

Chive.

suflering,

we

beg,

we

For Fiver Complaints and Bilious

And so he began his new life. After a
brief visit to his home at Albany he resumed
his painting, aud with almost incredible rapidity dismissed from his easel that series of
his last priceless portraits, working bard till
his work was done.

careful
date,
I

of the most reliable and

men

in the State,says under

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan 2i, 1868.
Messrs. C G. Clarke & Co, New Haven, Ct.
Both myself and wite have used Coe's Dyspepsia
Cure, and it has proved perfectly satisfaciory as
a remedy.
I have NO hesitation in saying that we
have received a re at benefit from its use.
Very respectfully,

“A
[From

Great

land,

WARD, Avon, Loraine Co., O.]
Strong & Armstrong, Druggists, Cleve-

O.

Gentlemen
It gives me great pleasure to slate
that my wile, has derived great benefit from the use
of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. She has been for a number
of yoare groutiv troubled with
Dyapppsia, accompanied with violent paroxysms of constipation, which
so prostrated her that she was all the
while, lor
months unable to do any thing. She took at your
instance, Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, and has derived
GREAT BENEFIT FROM IT, and is now comparatively well. She regards this medicine as a
great blessing. Truly yours,
Jan 13,1868.
L. F. WARD.

Directory.

[From.Rev. ISAAC 'AIKEN, Alleghany, Pa.]

Auburn.

Blm House, Coml. St. W. S. & A. Young, Proprietors.

Augusta.
Augusta

House, State St.

Proprietor

Turner <fe Williams,

Bangor.

would vomit a.out

Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Bath
Bath Hotel,
pi letor.

JOSEPH FLEMING. Druggist,
No. 84 Market Street, Pittsburgh.
Sir: I take great pleasure in stating that, after
suffered
1‘rom dyspepsia for about fifteen
having
years, at some periods much more than olhers, I
have been entirely cured by the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. My triendsfcnow that oflate years mv
case has been an extreme one.
I had great suffering
from eating any kind oi food, and on an average

Washington St.C. M. Plummer, ProBoston.

House, Hanover st. S. Kice Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co.,
Proprietors.
Hevfre HOUSE, Bowdoln
Square, Bullinch, Bingham, Wrisley & Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson, Proprietor.
Tremont House. Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.
American

Bryant's Pond.
Bryant's Pond House—N. B. Crockett, Proprie-

one -third of my meals, in a sour,
When the severe attacks would
I
would
lose
all
come,
strength and be utterly helpless. Some ot the attacks would be so severe that tor
days together 1 would not retain anything on my
stomach, save a little dry toast and tea. For yeat s l
knew not what it was to pass five consecutive hours
without intense pain. From the time I took the first
dose ot this medicine I ceased vomiting,
gradually
all soreness passed away, and flesh and strength returned, and ever since I have been able to eat any
kind oi food set upon the table.
Six months have
now passed without any symptoms ot the return ot
the disease. My case was considered bv all, even
physicians, so marvelous, that tor a time it was feared it might be fictitious: but I am now so well convinced, that I have been uut merely relieved, but
permanently cured, that I can conscientiously recommend Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure to all victims of dys-

indigestible mass.

Late Pastor

the

of

tor.

Alleghany.
Bethel.

House. F. S. Chandler & Co., Prop’rs.
8HANDLER
hapman House, 8. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

Ilridgton Center, IfMe
Oomberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor
Brunswick, Vi.
Mineral Springs House, W. J. S. Dewey,

Pro-

prietor.

Bnxion.
Berry's Hotel, C. H. Berry, Proprietor.

Home

E

R

E. ABNOX.D & CO.

Damariacotta.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn &
Jacobs, Proprietors.
Danville .1 unction.
Olark’s Dining Hall, tlrand Trunk
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

Coe’s

Hallway

Dixfleld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.
Hiram.
Mt. Cutler House—Hiram Baston, Proprietor.

Dyspepsia

Proprietors.
I<rwiston House, Chapel St., J.' B.
Proprietors.

Co.

Hill &

Naples.

Elm House, Nathan Church &
Sony, Propriesors,

Norrldgewock.
Dakeobth House, D. Dantorth, Proprietor.

that he has

Aug5dlaw&weow

found all the

and

is at

Whitmarsh,

Proprietor.
American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
Chamberlain & Fos», Proprietory.
Hoi’se> Qreeu St. J.O. Kidder, Pro-

FAtors1DTB

Urae,‘

Btreet'

HOTEI'’ RalP8ay & Wheeler, Propri-

F“wtorUOUS“/CO,'gr,:S‘St-S-

B-

Krogman,

Pro-

Pobtland House, 71 Green St. R.
Potteri Pr >r
8r Lawrence House, 17 India St. j. Tavloa p™
1
•>
prlrtor.
of
Junction
and
Hotel,
Federal ste.
Congress
C^S.
Cram & Co.,
Proprietors.
Upt>OBite Ros,on Depot, Adams &

PauIBProprieto'

^Setor0™"
Saco

encd, falling hair checked, and
ness often,
though not always,

baldcured
restore the

n>- its use. Nothing can
hair where the
follicles are destroyed,
or the glands
atrophied and decayed,
iiut such as remain can
he saved for
usefulness by this application. Instead
of fouling the hair with a
pasty sediment. it will keep it clean and
vigorous.
Its occasional use will prevent titc hair
from turning gray or falling off, and

consequently prevent baldness. Free
from those deleterious substances which
make

some

injurious
merely

to

preparations dangerous
the hair, the Vigor

tor

Musical
Violin,

Silas Gurney, Pro-

Bcarboro.
Kirkwood House—J. Gunnison, Proprietor.

^Skowhegan.

Ml. Andrews, ftrw Brnnewiek.
BAIL
Hotsl—^Michael Clark,

Proprlel

and
can

If wanted

harm it.

dressing,

nothing else cau he found so desirable.
Containing neither oil nor dye, it does
not soil

long

on

white cambric, and yet lasts

hair, giving

the

lustre and

Turner House. A. C. Wade, Proprietor.
Brewster’s Hotel. S. B. Brewster. Freprletor.

not

a

a

rich

grateful perfume.

Prepared by
Practical

it

and

Dr. J. C.

Ayer

Analytical

LOWELL,
PRICE

glossy

M

Co,,

one
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TENEMENT

of

Furnished House to be Let.

*HK subscriber will let his house, with the FurnlX ture, lor the Winter, to be occupied bv a small
M. M. BUTLER.
family.
Oc:ober28, 1868. dtf

R,

Also for

sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Bure.
jyl9dtf

on

EET.

TO

CLIFFORD,

at

JalS

Law,

Nolicitor of Patents,
Has Removed to

Corner of Brown and

ENGLAND

Congress Streets,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

dtf

the High Prices !

CARPET CO., of BosTHE
ton, Mass, established uearlv quarter ot
NEW

a

a cenover 71,

tury ago, in the present location*. iu Halls
75, 77, 79, 81, 83, 85 and 87 Hanover Street, have
probably furnished more houses with carpets than
any other house in the country. In order to afford
those at a distance the advantages ol their low prices,
propose to send, on receiDt ot the price, 20 yards or
upwards of their beautiful Cottage Carpeting, at 50
cents per yard, with samples of ten sorts, varying in
price trom 25ets to $3 per yard, suitable tor furnishnol4d4w
ing every part ot any house.

Torrey’s Pat.

Weather Strips.

wanted in every town,
send
for Circular and Price List. E. S. & J. TORREY & CO., 72 Malden Lane, New York. nol4-4w

Agents

Hands and Face, Sore

Chapped

Lips,

dec.

once by the use ot Hageman’s Camphor
Ice with Glycerine, which keeps the hands sott
in the coldrst weather. See that you get the genu
Price 25 cents per box.—
ine. Sold by Druggists.
nol4 4\v
Sent by mail tor 30c,
•---9to travel for a manutac-

WANTED—Salesmen
turingCo., and sell by sample.
with
H.

Good wages
D. HAMILstamp,
Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.

guaranteed. Address,

Goodspeed’s Golden Fountain
LINES written with

is guaranteed.
Portsmouth, N. H.

Pearl and Cumberland sts,

Millinery business,

cemented cellars and

fitted up in good style for Apothecary,Dry Goods
STORES
with

J. E.

FARMER,

augCdtf_

Street.

47 Dan forth

To Let.

Third Stories
Harris’ Hat Store
SECONDofandMiddle
and Exchange sts.
J. D. & F.
cornel*

FESSENDEN,
59 Exchange

27dtf

st.

pen oi Ink ! NO
assorted samples sent
to whom trom $5 to
Address E. A. JOY,
4w

ONE

May 21-dtf

FRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s Block,
A Store
No. 181 Fore Street, recently occupied bv
W. J.
apr25dtt

STATES

—OF—

Silks, Shawls, Dress Goods, Linen
Goods Linens, Dry Goods, Cottons, Fancy Goods, Albums,
Bibles, Silver Plated
H are,Cutlery, W ate lies, Sewing: Ma-

chines, &c.

Enquire of
Charles McCarthy,
No. 99 Middle Street.

For Sate or to Let.
first-class, tbree-storv brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consnlate’s, between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.

THE

paid for until you know what you

goods.

your

The Smallest Article sold for ONE DOEEA K can be exchanged for a Silver
Plated, Five Bottled Devolving
Cufttor, or your Choice of a
large variety of other Articles upon Exehauge

Dint.

April 21-dtf

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

TeriUM to

WE HAVE ON HAND A LOT OF

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

BUGftlES,
SUE- SHADES,

firm formerly existing under the style of
THE
Thompson & Edgarton, Carpenters and Buildmutual

ers, is this day,
business of the

consent, dissolved.

by

will in future be conwho assumes ail the liD. M.
D. R.

Portland, Nov.

14.

THOMPSON,

subscribers have this
THE
nership under the tirm

EDGARTON.

Notice.

day formed

MERRILL &

Shoe

on

Two

Single Horse

MERRILL,

W. DAVIS.
novl0d2w

Dissolution oi Copartnership.
existing

copartnership heretofore
THE
SHORT & LORING, is this
mutual

between

day dissolved by

Either partv will settle the allairs

the tirm at No. 110 Middle ‘Street.
Portland, Oct. 31, 1808.

Copartnership

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the tirm name of
LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
for the purpose of carrying on the

BOOK AND STATIONERY BUSINESS
at the NEW STORE, 110 Middle Street, under the
Falmouth Hotel.
GEO. B. LORING,
LEONARD O. SHORT,
CHAS. C. HARMON.
November 2, 1868. d&wlm

Notice.
a

the purpose ot transacting

a

Flour and Grain and General Commission Business,
AT

TI1E

oct28d3w*_
Dissolution of Copartnership
oy

mutual consent,

rue

SPECIAL

business will be

W. T. BROWS

O

The Female

STATE OF MAINE.
SB:

Send One Dollar and get
LADIES,
mail, postage paid box of

by return
a
Ijorinft’* initial JVoie Paper.
The quality is the best, the patterns and the sizes
ot

the fashionable ones in use, and the
stamping
perlect. Address LORING, Publisher, 319 Wa*hington Street,' Boston, Mass.
no4d4w
are

is

NEif^STOBE!
NEW GOODS.

p,;^'fi0nal|y aJTiearcrt
truttwA1!'1 E'*'var,d Robinson, and made oath to the
tiu.m ul .k,at?Te certificate and acknowledged the
earxie
tfae.r tr«o
Before me,
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM,
Justice ot the Peace.

1868

at

s

h

page'300.^
awlr^orded
EBENI'EACH,
Register.
oc&d>

m.

an
“

IT IS A FACT
ii. e. freeman
to., iv0. t
That
Franklin Street, have Oysters
fresh and
as

soils as low as
*ny firm in Portland. Parties wishing tor iresh Oysters for their Sunday dinner, can
nave them left at their horses
every Saturday night,
rInK® the Big Bell, as low as can be
bought in the city.
,n keK8 alld Pent to any part ol
Ac arr"'»1 <* * *«"*
dWtrnm,
cargo direct
from \ irginia this

*iut

vf^a,,ri?K

day.

novfidlm

EACe^11"’

WiU be 8oM at the rale

CENTS
a Club of
Thirty, and $.‘I.OO,
The person sending it can have their choice of the
following articles as their commission: 20 yards qi
cotton cloth, Harris Cloth Pants Pattern,
Splendid
Bowie Knite, Lancaster Quilt, Engraved Silver
Spoon Holder, Pair Ladies’ extra quality Cloth
Boots. Print Dress Pattern, Worsted Brcaklast
Shawl, White Linen Table Cloth, set ot steel bladeii
Knives and Forks, set ot Silver Plated Forks, Em
bossed Table Spread, Elegant Engraved Silver Plated Hold Lined Goblet, Violin and Bow,
Fancy Dre-s
Pattern, Elegant Silk Beaded Parasol, 100-pietuie
Morocco Photograph Album, Elegant Ivory Handled
Spangled Silk Fan, One dozen large size Linen Towels, Fancy Balmorol Skirt, Dadies’ Morocco Shop
ping Bag, Honeycomb Quilt, AlhambraQuilt, Ladies’
Splendid Square Wool Shawl, Ladies’ Solid Gold
Calilornia Diamond Ring, Gmt’s Plain or Engraved
Gold Ring (sixteen carets fine), Ladies’ Solid Black
Walnut Writing Desk, Ladies’ Fancy Black Walnut
Woik Box, Cottage Clock, one dozen Ladies’ Linen
Handkerehiels, extra quality, or One Dozen Gents’
Linen Handkerehiels.
For a Club of Sixty, and $6.00

ori'FN

For

One of the following articles: 10 yards
Sheeting,
Harris Cloth Pan's and Vest Pattern, Pair
Honeycomb Quilts, Cylinder Watch, Double Barrel Rifle,
Pistol, Fancy Cashmere Dre-s Pattern, Thibet Shav 1,
Three Yards Double width Waterproof
Cloaking,
Four Yards Wool Frocking. Set ot Lave
Curtains,
Ladies Double Wool Shawl, Silver Plated Card Basket, Splendid Engraved Silver Plated Ice Pitcher,
Engrrved Silver Plaled Teapot, 100-picture Turkey
Morocco Photograph Album. LancasterQuilt, Alpacea Dress Pattern, Engraved Silver
Plated, six-bottled Kevolving
Pa r Gent’s Call Bouts, Splendid Balmoral Skirt, Set of Ivory Handled Knives
with Silver Plated Forks. Rosewood Frame Brass
Alarm Clock, Pair of All Wool Blankets, Splendid
Beaded and Lined Silk Parasol, Ladies’ Splendid
Morocco Travelling Bag, Pair ot Alhambra Quilts,
Thirty Yards Print or a Marsailles Quilt.

Castor,

Club of Oue Hundred and $10.00,
SO Yards Sheeting, Fancy Cashmere Coat, Pant«and
Vest Pattern, extra quality, Engraved Silver Plated
Six-bottled Revolving Castor, with Cut Glass Bottles, Pair Splendid Rose Blankets, Splendid Engraved Silver Plated Tea Set, (three piPces, Suiar Bowl,
Tea Pot and Creamer,) Silver Plated Cake
Basket,
For

a

Fancy Plaid Long Shawl, Twenty-five Yard- Hemp
Carpeting, Splendid Violin and Bow, English Baiage
Shawl, Splendid Alpacca Dress Pattern, Silver Hunting Cased Watch, Splendid Bible with Elegant Steel
Engravings, Family Record and Photograph Page,
Poplin Dress Pattern, Engraved Silver Plated fee
Pitcher, Splendid Beaver Cloak Pattern, Sharp’s
Revolver, Splendid Accordeon, Music Box, One Pair

Nos. 47 & 49 Middle

Agents will please take notice ot this. Do not send
names, but number your clubs from one upwards.
Make yonr letters Bhurt and plain as possible.

Have taken the spacious store,

And

having purchased

an

Street,

entire new stock ot

Drugs, Chemicals,

all the stock

First Class

GittEnterprises.&c,

usually kept In-a

Drug House,

now ofl'er to the trade ot this
and State
on as reasonable terms as can be
bought in
Boston or elsewhere, and parties belore

Can

City

goods

nurclrisine
*

well to

Our Slock and Priec.

Is

Pavement,

the best and cheapest in use for

Floors,

And for any
Orders

place where
tefl

al

a

No.

promptly

solid foundation is
G

South

Street

attended to.

ZIMMER MAH’S

Oooking Apparatus.

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons oyer
ONE holeot the Stove. Can be put on
any
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation
Leaves the entiro house flee from ottcnsive odors in
eooking. Its results astonish all who try it
Byseml lor a Circular.
For sale, n» nlso Town and tiouulv
1
Bights in the Stale, by
JOHN

ian

S. C.

THOflIPSON,

Per

& Co.

COUSENS,
3-dtfKennebunk. Me.

"proposals
be received at the Office of the
County
WILL
Commissioners of Cumberland Countv Tuesand W

day
Dec 1 and 2, for thrnisbing
dnesday,
materials for
Martin’s Point Bridge,
* ot
about 700 Piles, and 200 M Timber and consisting
Planks.
bpeclticatioLs may be seen at the Clerk’s office

8uro, and

to $200 per
mouth, everywhere, male and female to
introduce the GENUINE IMPRuvfer*
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch hem
lell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and
broiderin a most superior manner. Price
on!y $18. Fully warranted for fivo years.
We will pay $1000 for
any machine that
will

WANTED—AfiENTN—$75
sew

a

stronger,

more

eSS

beautiful,

MASS18*00'’ PIrrsBUKU- i'A.,

TON

ot

BOS-

OAUTION—Do not be imposed upon by other
parties palming ort worthless cast-iron ma.liine. under the same name or otherwise. Ours is
the only
genuine and really practical cheap machine manu-

tactured._oct!9d4w_sepl8w3m

WARRANTED
entirely

sleep
ge?titi«e».heartiest
establishes robust J001/*.1uiakes
health.
Sixtg
A treatise
lists of

on

refreshing, and

Smoker?and

Chewers for
Price, Fifty Cents, post free.
the usurious effect of Tobacco, with

i ears Cured.

references, testimonials,

Ageuts wanted.
Address Dr, p. R.

Sept. 18,12w

&c

Men*

of the age of thirty who are
many
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will otten te
and
sometimes
small
of
semen or alfound,
particles
bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
8ECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned, if desired.
are

men

Address:

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,

Preble House,
Stamp for Circular.

Next door to the

.-3T* Send

a

Portland,

Me.

sent free

ABBOTT, Jersey City.

N. J.
oc!416w

trow

other

to all

GRAND

DR. HUGHES
invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his roomB, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the‘r
eepecial aceommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating aii
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief m a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other 'remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
lanl.l865d&w.
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

particularly

safety

TRUNK

by tbe Merchants and

England.

The “Only Through” Express Line
to New York.
Transportation Agents.
Money, Bills, Drafts, Notes, Gold, Merchandise,
and valuables for forwarding or collection entrusted
and

to our care will receive prompt attention.
Goods for all points oh the Portland and Kennebec
R R forwarded daily. For Bangor and dll points on
the Penobscot River, and lor Eastport, Calais, and
St John N B, every Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day.

For
gin R

Lewiston and adjacent towns via Androscog-

R, daily.

KP*All messengers provided with sales tor the betsecurity of money and valuables.
care has been takeu
by the Co. to
employ none but the most reliable aud experienced
Messengers on all routws.
ter

SEP1" Great

Exchange

and

sept 19-dtt

40 Market St, Portland.
CHAS. A. BROWN Agent.

Eastern

Express

Go.

Onr Line* cover all the Rail Road and
Steam Boat Routes between Boston
and all points in the State of
Maine aud the Provinces,
with facilities that
other

no

press

ex-

can

have.
* In addition to our Cars
by regular trains between
Portland and Boston, we run a line of Red Cars
by the <» P. M. express train, and are prepared to
contract to carry a large quantity of light
freight
at Low Raiei.
Messengers provided with safes for he safety and

security

of money and valuable pare
accompany
each traiu and boat. We shall endea\* {n the future, as wo have in the past, to give our pa trons the
utmost promptness and despatch in all business entrusted to our care.

Express leaves Office as follows: By Rail for all
Stations on P. S. & Portsmouth and Eastern Road
to Boston, at 8 15 A. M. and 4.15 P.M.
For all stations on Boston & Maine Road 4.15 P.
M.
Through Freight b, Eiprti. Train,Red
Car., 5.15 F. ML
Fur Buugor anil all Station un the Maine
Central Road II M. daily.
For Lewiai.n « A.M.and U M.
For

Mkowhegaa

and

all

Station,

on

Mcamer*‘C hua. Ifotftth
tou,”ALL>KN Wl.NCilE.NbAC'li, Mabk-r, will leave
AlI.ANllO WHAuF, Tort
Mad, everj WEDNcSDAk
clock Tor booibnay, ltoumi Pouduud

RAILWAY

morning, at 7 o
Waldoboro. Ev*ry SATU KliAfc inoiniugai * o'clock
tor Boothbay,
llodgdon’b Mill* ami nauiaiibcoit*.
Uir.i LUMNO—will leave liaimuiscou every Mon«
'Ky morning at 7 o'clock, ami Wald«>ooro’ every
Thursday morning ut 7 o’clock, tor Portland auu mt-: mediate landings.
Karo irorn Waldoboro to Portland $1,00; Bound
r- tid $1,00; Dam iriscotta
FALL ARRANGEMEX'a’.
$1,00; Boouibay *l,uu
j H
»
Igdoii’s Mills $1,00,
Karo from Waldoboro to Boston by Boat $L’,00;
LHMR On and after Wedneslay. Nov. 4| Kmud Pond $2,00; Uainariscolla $2,00; boothbay
trains will run as follows
$1,30; Hodgdon’s Ac.Is $1,50.
Passenger trains leave Saco Kiver for Fortiaml ai
5.30 and 9.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Fortlanc
Freight received at Atlantic Whorl lor each
route at 1 o’clock P. M. on days previous to sailm*.
Klyer 7.16 4. M., 2.00 and 5.30 P. M.
‘if So?® teams
leave Saco Kiver 6-80. A M.; Portland
nquireol
Co.,
liAltKlb, Al WOUil

PORTUN 0 fRUCHESTERiJ.

12.15 P. M.

•V
CA1A.S. AlcLAU till LIN Si CO.
l«;ENT*—Waldoboro, GLNTlilvK ^ hi dbk T ;
J!. md Pond, »J. NlCliULb;
LHuuaiiscotta, A.
K KNHAM,-lit.; HoUg'lon’s Mills,K. Ci L. M<jS 11;
I
,1:1.1
>KPK.
jyi
toUihajr, J

tff“Tbe Dummy connecls at Saco Kiver with the
7.15 A M and 2 P d tram tor Center Waterboronah
South

Waterborougli

and Allred.

.3-Stage .h concoct at ek cam for We-i
B aalish, Stoop Falls. Bah win, Danroars, ebage,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, BrowcaeM, brv»h. v,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson. Liming too, Corn tan,For*
Itr, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buafcon 0*nter for West Buxton, bonny-KegU
Bmth Limington. Limington, Limertok Newfield,
Psrsonsfield and Ossipee.
AfcSacaarappa for youth W'ndbam, Windham B1U|
ft id North Windham dally.
By order ot the President.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1868. dtl

I

j

DIRECT

uf»il

Through
■SB

AT

West,

Bouth

By

MATUttD.II,al 1 o’clock.P. ivi
*r* lie turning leave Pryor’s Wharf, Ualiiax, r
P riaml, every Tuesday at 4 o’clock P. M.
t-abin passage, with Mate room, $*.
Meals extra,
••or further information apply to L.
UlhUNUb,
A antic Whan, or
JOHN PoKTDOLS, Agent.
lay 1C, 1808. UCtu
K

CMUKHSHT

North

West,

all

Inside Line

X
S^^^^BJpieave

'■EERBjvery

atetpM t aad Ham pete a.
.leturuiug, will leave Danger,

For Saco Hirer and all Station! on Portland &
Rochester Road, at 1 and 5 P. M.
For Penobscot Hirer to
Rnngor by Steamer
CITY OF RICHMOND, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday Evenings, 7.50.
For Machia. by Steamer LEWISTON, Tuesday

and

Friday Evenings, 7.50.
d.hu, Cast port, Cala|.,bv Steamers
NEW ENGLAND and NEW YORK,
Monday,Wednesday and Friday, 4 o’clock PM.
Office, Athenaeum Building, Blum

Street.
J. X. WINMI.O-V.

augl8U3m_

Daily Press Job Office,
Ao. 1 Printers*

Exchange,

Exchange Street.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OE

BOOH, CARD,

&. JOB

refurnished

as

Printing.

We have superior facilities for the execution of

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS

Portland, Sept. 19,

on

all

P. M

night Trains.

1868.

dtf

Portland & Kennebec R, R.
Arrangement,

June

I,

and for Lewiston, Farmington and Stations on the
Androscoggin Koad; also lor Bangor anti interme-

Fare as low by this route to Lewiston,
Watervllle,
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as bv thu Maine
road, ami tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
Central Stations are good tor a passage on this line.
jrom Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills
only, and alter taking the ears on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same
through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central road.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Bellast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon, A user,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake st
Bkowhegan. and for China, East and North Yassa’boro’ at Vassalboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Piston's Ferry,

Central

Passengers

JVo. 1 Printers’
Exchange,
Exchange St., Portland.

Dentifrice /

Preparation is recommended bv eminent
Dentists, Pliydcians and Chemists, us beh i sc-'
condtonone in use, tor cleansimr
nidiim!,!'
preserving the teeth hardening
ami 2

THIS

the^gSmsla'ctit
fin
bu?as
c,n-

'iniuri!

byall druggiS".
JOHNSON, Dentist.

COLGATE & CO’S

TOILET SOAPS
dly

For Sale!
EIGHT HORSE POWER STATIONARY
S1EAMENGINE; One large Crane; Ladles.Ac,
266 COMMERCIAL ST.
Apply at

ONE

augllwtf

After Nov. 3, the tavorite stearnLl1.Vt Is ,UN, chas.
tDeering,
Master, will leave Rai'road Whari,
foot ol State St., every (trlduy

..

er

-n

_

FOR

Tea and Coflee Co.,
New

York,

HAVE appointed

Taylor, Qrooers,

298

ALSO,

Congress

st

I.eniont St Anderson, Grocers, Cor. Congress St Atlantic Mts,
AGENTS lor the sale of their fine TEAS
anil COCCKliPi in Portland.
The unparalled success ol this Company is
owing
to the fhcl that they Import their Teas direct from
the Tea Producing Districts o! China anil
Japan, aud
sell them at retail at Cargo Prices, thus
saving to the
consumer the immense profits paid heretofore.
Price l.isti
Oolong. 80, 90, 100, best $1 20 per lb.
Young Hyson, 90, 100. llo, best81 25 per lb.
Japan, 100,110 best $ 1 25 per lb.
Mixed,Oolong and Japan,80, 80,100 best $1 20 per lb.
Old Hyson, 90, 100,110, best $1 25 per lb.
Imperial, 90, 100.110, best $1 25 per lb.
Gunpowder, 100, 1 25, best 81 50 per lb.
English Breakfast loo. 110, best $1 20
per lb.
Empire Co's Celebrated Long Arm Chop, 1 25
Eng. Breakfast Cofioe.higbly recommened 25c. per lb
Pure Old Govern Sent JavaCoftee, 40c per ib.
0*“The above parties are our Sale Agents in Portland.
sep29-lyr

SOLE

and Melodious

Of the latest improved Style and Tone, Mannlactur-

WM.

P.

Arrangement

t
a

will

'uuuibvr
the

run

Leaving

ot

beautilul St at;

tallows:

season as

Boon,*,

Whari, Portlunu xt7o’clocIs
•ud India Whari, Boston,
every day 15 «’clo< > P.
M, ;Sunaays excepted.)
Atlantic

:-'T■

Preighttafceiias usual.
L‘ B1LL1NOh’

Sept 13,1868-dll
A

*

SURE CURE FOR

CATARRH.

THE

ed

on

BONTOIN.

Winter

ARRAN crlSMKNT.

WFreight trains for Watervllle and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
Train Irom Bangor is due at Portland at’2.15 P. M,
In season to connect with train for Boston.
Prom Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A.M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Nov. 1,1865
noDdtf

Ol

ot

..

...

Empire

o’clock,

Ihe new and superior eea-go
steamers JOHN
UROOixS. i:

after Monday, April 15th,
trains will leave Portland lor
JHBSSBScumnt,
daugor and all intermediate station on this line, at
E-10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn
only, at
jnBMK

10

at

arrival of I'.xpreaa train irom Boston, lor Mac ilaport touching at Rockland, Castine, Deer Istc
iedgwiek, Alt Desert, Aiiljaridge and Jouespori.
Ret urniug.will leave Machiaspoi t every Tucaduy
'loruiujg, at 5 o'clock.
The Lewiston usually counecls with Sandlord'
llustouaud Bangor steamer at Rockland.
ROSS A: sX’UKUl VAN i, General Agents,
179 Commercial street.
Portland, Nov. 3, 1868.
dtt

MONTREAL. kaviug been fltu
,UPal great ex perns- wit:, ,, „Uv

On and

by

OEMERITT’S
North American Catarrh
llemedy.
Boston, June 19,18«8.
Messrs D. J. Deinerltt * Co—Gents: For
me list
filteen years I was afflicted with Cronic Cuiirrb.
1
have used
Catari h remedies but obtained no
many
until
I
tried your North .American Catarrh
help
Remedy. \\ hen I commenced using it 1 bad nearly
lost my voice; less than two
packages completely restored it to me again, as can be vouched lor bv
the
many who knew me, Ihe remedy having the desired
eflect. 1 would sav to all who are troubled
with this
disease, try The North American Catarrh keniody,
and you will be tatisfied with the result.
..

Employed tor
r.

16 years

by

N. S. LILLIE,
the American Express

Co,

Mass,, 18)7.
Charlestown,
ear Sir:
1

...

li. tl. Demeritt, L
cannot retrain front
or the greatest gratitude to
von; indeed I have no language to
express the great benefit I have received from
your North American remsdy. I* or ten yea is I was afflicted with chronic Catarrh, gradtiaiiy growing worse, until I had almost
become a burden to myself anti tbo.-e around me.
1
was induced by a friend to
try your remedy ; I hav»
used not quite oue package, and to
my astonishmentl am entirely cured.
I sav to those afflict
with Catarrh, iry it, and
you will be cured ot that
an

expression

annoying disease.

MbS. MARY
147 Warren it
These test moiilals are a BAKER,
sample id wiiai we are
wairant it -o give
<*<• be attested
Ud.I^1,TCn* reU:'- “ bold
by tbou,
by u“

daily receiving. We
a

immedble

jandsage.U8*^
J.

1».

Jon'fe "id

tlEMERITT
at

& CO.. Proprietors
117 ll ln " 5 SR, Boston

!1,eir offlce>

HASTINGS,
AFARMBRg and HOUSEKEEPERS^^
1 I K E NOTICE.

\

.rfifyruS TbfhedthV^rTmiW 1w,

M9youuTa

l^»tu^i:!ut;holeso^

NATno XA SALE n A
TVS.
Xo. IS Chestnut Street, Portland,

ft0.your wi,t'

MAINE.
The Organ Is the best Reed Instrument now in
use,
voiced with a rich, mellow and |>owertul tone.
The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satisiy the ear.
Also Improved Melodeons, the latest of which Is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the instrument out of tune.
Also keeps

band Plano Fortes ot the bests!vie.
*
and tone.
WM. P HASTING*
dcSeodly
«ASUNGs.
tty Pricelist sent by mall.
on

Buyersol Soda should try

our

Natrona Bi-Carbonate of Soda.
,ar s«Perior to
other
Am^-5onraUtie *Lbutnot oulvp,,rer
"la,‘ thu best New
any

rwi.
Castle

evcn
ani“auei
English Soda.

or

Manufactured by the

Eenn ’a

Salt

Maniijacluring Co..

GllEAT EXGLISII

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Cough Remedy !

Importers of CRYOLITE, and Manutaoturor.
following Standard Chemicals.
SAPOXIPTER, the riginal an I only genuine CON.

Warranted

to

care

any lough iU!!4 hours
money refunded.

MBS. DINSMORE’S

BALSAM OF HOARHOUND
For

Oouehs,

DR. JOHNSON’S

2, 1863.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

the

centuateo lye.
Natrona Bi-Carb. soda, Natrona Salerntu?
Sal Sooa,
Caustic Kixla,
Porus Alum,
Sulehurlr Arid
..
f.
Muriatic Add.

•r

asi™,

::

etc., etc.

Nrtf“;x;ifcil‘-

r^x^\
®c‘d Pctrol’m
J

AMO

N. A. FOSTER, Proprietor.

nov

Fall aud Winter Arrauffement.

"Ii»WE UsjjTRM R. R.
SPRING

Itoutc.

Co Mt. Desert and Machias.

W, BATCH, BnperintetideauS
Augusta, May 30, 1868.
junel-dtl

Press Job Office

•*. D

Xnlitiidl

diate Btations on Maine Central toad.
This train
connects with trains from Boston leaving 7.30A. M.
Leave Portland daily at 8.15 P M, lor Bath,Augusta, and intermediate stations,connecting with train
leaving Boston 3.0(1 P M,
Passenger trains are due at Portland daily, at 8.30
A M, and 2.05 P M; Freight trains at 2.50 and 6.50

or

d

|

IHOS.

Passenger Trains leave Portland at 1
M. daily for all stations on this line,

CUHI

Catalogues, Ac.,
^kieh tor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed
Orders trom the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

October30.

Line l

On and aller the 18th tost. Urn rim.
Jr.
Dirigo and Franconia, will
<
turtlu notice, run a. lollows;
-vA'tdlN—IA‘ ive Gaits Wnari, Portland, every
M IN DAY and I
HUK8DAY, at 8 P. id., and leave
P r 3s F. K. New York,
every MONDAY aud
IUKSDAY, at IP. .M.
I'lie Dirigo aud Franconia are fitted up with tine
i< ormuoda'ions lor
passengers, making this the
ist convenient aud eoinlortable route lur travelci,
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $8. Cabin Passage 81.
I mis extra.
loo s forwarded to ami from Monti eal, Quebec,
t tlilax, St.
John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
u erequested to send (heir
height to the Steamers
u early as 1 p. si, on the days
they letve Puitlaud.
or freight or passage
apply to
11FN It Y POX, Galt's Wharl, Portland.
J. F. AMDS, Pier 38 F. R. New York.
May 9-dtt

h

every description of

parting a pleasant odor to the tireath
notbe excelled
It acts not
onl> as a powder
a soap and wash, three in
one. Contains no
ous grit o. acid. Try it
For sale

Semi-Weekly

2.15 P. M.
8.00

office since f he

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

Foam

Steamship Company

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

A, M.

BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

Sea

_

daine

s^t.—iiMfLSteaniei-

8.10

Posters, Programmes,

Daily

at Eaatport with Steamer bELLE
toWN lor St. Andrews. Hobbiiist >11 and Calais,
i with N. B, & O. Halfway for Woodstock
and
ultoii stations.
oimecting at bt. John with the E. ok N. A. Bady tor Shediac ami intermediate btatio ia, sud
Ii Steamer Empress tor Digby, Windsor aud Halix, and with Steamers lor Frederick too.
Freight received on «la\s ol sailing until 4
»'■•lock F. M.
*C»30—dtt
E. B. STUBBS, Agent.

follows

The Company are not responsible tor baggage tc
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and tliat per*, nal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate cl
one passenger tor every $500 additiona value.
C. J. BR YDGES, Managing Director %
H. BAILS Y, Local Superintendent.

h

aud

w

W Sleeping Cars

Ohenery

BnUNSWlCE,

nedays*
Connecting

checked after time

triends and the public with

Mercantile

►

J

M.

From South Paris and Lewiston, at
From Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
Local Train trom South Paris and In*
termediate stations, at

Summer

NEW

steamer NEW ENv.LANli,
ipt. E. FULD, will leave Kalli<l Wharl, loot ot b<ate btreet, every Moa lay aud
jrsd:iv,aL5 o’clock F. M., lor Eabtpori aud bt.
lin.
Returning will leave St. J:>hn and Eaatport on
o

follows lrom India

or

Wool*.

pt. E. B. \Vi>CHESTttt.

Express and Mail Train tor Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate stahe received

Trips pe»itu earner

at 7.10 A M.

can

Liaiitax,

•nd alter Monday, October 5,

Express Train tor Lewiston and South Paris, connecting at South Paris with mixed train tor Gorham

tions, at 5,P.
No baggage

St. John.
and

FALL AKKAXOEMENT.

Monday, Sept. 21,
as

Windsor

cwo

ARRANGEMENT.

alt kinds of New Material,
Fire,
Presses, A-c., we are prepared on the short©8t possible notice to accommodate our

And

Eastport, Calais,
U'tghy,

CANADA.

On and atter

rjamn

Steamsbiu Uo.

iuternational

RAILWAY I

run
•M53PKftraius
street Station, Portland:

Organs

PRINTING,

our

to

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., anu 3.0C
and 6.00 P M.
Biddefprd lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10.00 A. M.,
and 5 30 and 8.00 P. M.
The tram leaving Portsmouth ior Portland at 10.00
A. M.,does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays the 6 ©’elk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
& Maine R. R., stopping ouly at Saco, Biddelord, |
Keunebunk. South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Buidetord, Kenuelmnk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Bumlay excepted.
FltA-NCiS OH A Sr., Supt.
Portland, April 25, 1868.

Execrated with Neatness and Despatoh,
Having completely
Great
with

every MONDAY.
fcDNKiDAY, and Mil DA 1, morning at o o'glo. k
A-hingat tlie above named lauding*,
f’or particulars enquire of
Hubs Sc STUKDI VAN 1.
Geueral Agents, 1.0 Cuiunieiciai br.
orlland May lg, l©08.
du

♦*

ngge Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
SM^^^WHSumlays executed) lor South Berwick
Portsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A. M,
and 2.55 and 6.00 P M.

WINTER

WEEK.

Steamer CITY O*
BlCllllUM)
Williain ifi. Dennison, Master, wui
iwulroad \V h in loot ot Ma. e M.,
MONDAY, W AikSHaDAY, uud
vii#Ai evening at 10 o’clock or on tuu umvai
of express Train irom Do* ton, touching at Kocwiaun,
uuuen, Dei last, Sear»|*ou, bandy l\*mt, Duxporc,
m

Junction,

OF

TRIPS PER

i UREE

ARRANGEMENT,

TRUNK

BaDgor

to

Ue-Kstablislieil 2

Commencing Monday, May 4th, I8t Hm

GRAND

Sj:

N.

•A. Colby, Al.isier, will sail lot lialuax
■ direc:, Horn
Wlturi',

THE

and

ILisic

i'be Steamship CAKLOTTA, >Vm

Tickets

Portland to
ALL POINT*
From

$tcauiKiii|»

Halilux,

To Travelers

the

Portland <fc Kennebec Road la M.
For Augusta and all stations this Bid; at 7.15
P.M.

.uriscotta,

»*-uucliuRs.

Main*

Ticket* at Lowest Kate*
Via Boston, New York Central, Budalo ami Detroit
For information apply at 282 Congress »t. Grand
Trunk Ticket Office.
jn3’68d&wly I>. II. JBLANCHABD. Agent.

Trains will arrive

Express Comp’y.

t

i

ntor.i

the

above stated.

NEW ENGLAND

titc«tuc< <E ?

FotWaldoh

.

aprodti

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

Dll. -BUItTOIN’S
TOBACCO ANTIDOTE,

to remove all desire for Tobacco.
It is
vegetable and harmless. It purifies and enriches the bPod, invigorates the system,
possesses gTeat nourishing and strengthening power
is an excellent appetizer. enables the stomach to di-

by any
Route,
iThan Points
West,rto

SUMMER
Middle-Aped
There

or

more elastic seam than ours. It makes the
Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch
be
can
cut, and still the cloth cannot, be nulled
apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75
to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission
from which twice that amount can bo made. Ad-

T

SACO 1 PORTSMOUTH ft. R.

no

money rev^Vrquired in advance. Agents wanted
everywhere, male and female, to sell our Patent
Everlasting White Wire Clothes Line.
“Every
household should have this article.”—N. Y. Tribune.
Address American Wire Co., 75 William st. N,
Y. or 16 Dearborn st., Chicago.
ocl9d4w

re-

CM^chfl^dTER,“A!V * GB,H,T“S
The Cooking Miracle of the Ageg
Steam

We cannot be responsible for money lost, unless
some precautions are taken to ensure its
safety.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
Send your address in lull, Town, County and State.

Septl8-4w_

Sidewalks,Garden Walks, Carriage
orives, Cellars, Warehouse
quired.

Country

136 FEDERAL STREET.
BOSTON, MASS.

THE

Concrete

us, supposing that our business cams under the
law against Lotteries,
although
it haw been over and over declared lawiul
by tlie legal authorities. This action is instigated by the jealMerchants. In case anv Postmasousy of
ters should again decline to forward letters, MEND
BY EXPUERR.
to

SsS

the principal Routes, via. Boston anti
Worcester to Albany and the New York
Central Kailway to HnlTalo or NiagarH
Falls; thence by the CSreat Western or Lake
Nhore Railroads, or via New York City am)
S9#w Many Thcataadi Can Testify to V his
; the Brie, Atlantic and <3real Western am
by Unhappy Experience!
Pennsylvania Central Kailways.
For sale at the Lowest Kates at the Only ITnYoung men troubled with emissions In sleep,—a ion Ticket
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In Portland. Office, No. 40 I-J Jtix< baug« M.
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
W. 1>. LITTLE & Co., Agents.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one ci ,iDecU. dtl
more young men with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
POKTI.AWU
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed te
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

•

tSTBe sure and Mend Money by Registered Tetter, when possible. In some instances
Country Postmasters have retnsed to forward letters

cine, Fancy Goods, Paints,
Oils, Varnishes, Ac.,
And

Take Particular Notice.

Patent medi-

A

CUMBERLAND SS:

Agcnta.
complete description ot atti-

Fine Damask Table Covers with One Dozen Dinner
Napkins to match.
Commissions fob Labgeb Clubs in Proportion

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

STATE OF MAINE.

a

E. L. STANWOOC « CO.,

October 1, A. D. 1868.
Convers O. Leacb, Horace B.

Registry of Deeds, received Oct 1
P. M„
ln Book
362,

Regiilatiag Wafer*

Are warranted to Prevent, Regulate and Remove
obstructions in from three to seven days, are pleasant to take and harmless to the system.' Price $1 00
per box.
The above are in form of Lozenges, can be carried
on the person, and taken without
suspicion.
Sent
by mail on receipt of price and 6 cent stamp.

June l-eod&wtf

HORACE B. PARKER.
EDWARD ROBINSCN.

act.

\J

Are warranted to prevent and cure all cases of Private Diseases, Weaknesses, and
Eviissums, in both
Male and Female in from two to five days.
Price
$1 50 and $3 00 per box.

Call and Examine

PARTNERSHIP.

day ol Septembor, A. D. 1868, and is to
twenty-ninth day of September, A. D. 1873.
CONVERS O. LEACH,
(Signed

(Stainof
[Stamp]

d2w

WAFERS

thirtieth
cease the

—,

CO.

BLACK

CONVERS

CUMBERLAND,

&

Portland Nov 6. 1863.

will do

O. LEACH, HORACE B. PARKER
and EDWARD ROBINSON, all of Portland,
Cumberland county, have (his 30th day ofSeptember, A. D. 18C8, to1 med a limited partnership, m accordance with the provisions ol the Statutes ol
Maine, and have executed a certificate thereof as follows:—The name of the firm is Leach & Parker.
The special partner is Edward Robinson of said
Portland, and the general partners are Convers O.
Leach and Horace B. Parker, likewise of said Portland.
Tho business to be transacted is the Dry Goods
business at saiil Portland, and the amount of capital contributed by said Robinson is twelve thousand
($12,000) dollars. Said partnership commences this

[Stamp]

Parties

No. 85 Commercial St.

mercial St.
F. W. ROBINSON,
E. P. MILLETT.

uissoiveu

Sleds,

All of which we will sell at a low price.
to purchase will please call at

Corner of ftichardwon’u Wharf and Com*

settled by Leach & Parker.
Portland, Sept. 30, 1868.

with traverse

Manufactured by Dr. WM. NASON & CO., Boston. Mass. Sold by Druggists generally.
augSeodly

Notice.

Copartnership

Express,

the

Business I
A.
G.

couBeot

Horse

wishing

DAVIS,

Not 1st, 1868.

oi

Single

runners.

copart-

a

of

name

and

Single and Double Sleighs,
One

dlw*

Copartnership

Boot

The

copartnership

ducted by D. M. Thompson,
abilities of the former firm.

Certificates giving

T O I*

Hare tcildeace.

are

to receive.

The most popular and economical method ot doing
business in the conntry.
By Patronizing this sale you have a chance

exchange

physician,

A1 wlie have committed an excess or any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOB AX ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fo.low: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

9.‘S

unitorm price of
ONE DOLLAR EACH,

to

PBblie

she

regularly

to be sold at the

are

<b

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out for general use should liave
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the Lauds of a
educated
whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties lie must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The untortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physic!aus in general practice; for
It is a point generally conceded by the best syphilogradhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment ami cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to inakhimself acquainted with their pathology, common y
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases mairing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

T’sth-<»

And

at

M. to 9 P m.
addresses those who are guttering nnd«r the
affliction of|rivato diseases, whetlier arising f-oni
Impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of
long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing tl®
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his long-standing and well-earnod reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and su *-

General £xpreu Forwarder*, Collection

ONE DOLLAR SALE

and not to be

daily,

Dr. H.

OWNED

GREAT

These articles

can

ami controlled
Manufacturers of New

AUTHORITY.

Let,

To

3 story brick Store, No. 50 Union St. Also 2
and 3 stories Hopkina’ Block 149 1-2 Middle St.
ST. JOHN SMITH.
Apply to

McDonald.

IJSITED

he

HCKET8

,

li;

Wexl the Preble House.
be
with

consulted pnvatelv. and
the utmost confidence by the affifotad
WMKE08
**»
hours
and from 8 A.

STEAM Elis,

AMS OF THE

M.

A

J

No. 14 Preble Street,

one

v/VJ BLOTTING. One box
Agents wanted,

for 25 cents.
$10 per day

1

Pen*

S. C. THOMPSON & CO'S

ot

on corner

July

nol4 d4w

0arp3ts—Don’t Pay

No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial st.
Possession given Jan’y 1,1869. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
oc24tf
No. 93 Exchange Street.

over

And

Y.

LICENSED BY THE

To Let.

Counsellor

8w

dtf

oct 26

over

II.

Broadway, N.

TON & CO.. No. 413
4w

water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace, fitted with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water.
Now ready for occupancy. Apply to

92 MIDDLE STREET,
Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may befcund a
full assortment of Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom

W,

by all Druggists. Price, One Dollar.

Cured at

six rooms, with stable connected,
on Prospect Hill, near Woodford’s Corner,Westbrook. Apply to J. A. RICKER on the premises, or
to J. F. ClAFLIN, 7 Exchange St., Portland.

or

NO.

order.

enough.

and practical utility, entirely different trom anything ever publisher, designed tor the masses ot the people, and sells at sight
to farmers, mechanics and working men.
Over 200
ei gravings. Active men and women can
surely
make the above amount.
TREAT & CO
654

STORE

Banjo Strings.

Has removed to

to

For sale

two

or

Square.

To Let-

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,

Straps mado

numerous

3tore to Let.

&

&

Chemists,

MASS.
$1.00.

on

Lafayette St, Munloy. Enquire of H. ROWE,
I ON
the premises, next to “Bakery.”
Architect,

for sale and to let, together with a great variety of
Toys and Fancy articles, Pictures, Picture Frames.
&c., &c.
flar* Piano-Fortes and Melodeons tuned and reoct8dtf
paired.

H

13-d3w

nov

House
Deer st, suitable for
BRICK
families. Apply to
ALFORD DYER,
Nov 10-dtl
Market

Instruments !

REMO

observation. I shall not tail to continue its use in
all similar cases, and the profession know they are

To Let.

assortment of

Guitar and

on

SHAW, HAMMOND &
Nov. 12, 1868.

PIANO-FORTES, ORGANS & MELODEONS

a

hair

House—J t. Cleaves J7 Co. Proprietor.

Tf<w

of youth.

Thin hair is thick-

only bcuolit but

Barmoud’* Village.
Central House. W. H.Smith
Proprietor.
Naro.
103Malu stl0®’-

agreeable,

once

freshness

l*orllaud.
Albion House, 117 Federal Street, J. G. Perry,

which

Imir. Faded or gray
hair is soon restored
to its original color
with the gloss and

I'eak’a Island.
Union House—W. T. Jones, Proprietor

°prieUu!'ANI>
C,JoVh“pTDa,^80™Co.C,f COngreSBa[1,t

dressing

healthy, and effectual
for preserving the

Pro-

good

a

Day

ROBINSON & MILLETT,

Vigor,

North Anson.

corner

Cheap Tenement to Let.

Music of the

Popular

for

A

let
of Commercial Street, entrance
TOMoulton
Street.
Possession given first of Dec.
CARNEY.

name

restoring Gray Hair to
its natural Vitality and Color.

North ffridatotte
yomeyonio House, O. H.
Perry, Proprietor.

d to the

subscribers

Hair
For

remov.

bave this dav formed
copartTHE
nership business under the firm
of

Ayer’s

furnished and unfur-

nov4dtf

Store No. 96 Exchange Street,
rormerly occupied by J. D. Cheney, webre may he

C. C. CLARK & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

Sokehbet Hotel, Brown & Hilton, Proprietors.

Norway.
EI^HOUSE, Main St. w. w.

Cure.

Will also be found invaluable in all cases oi Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Colic, Summer Complaints, Griping, and in fart every disordered condition of the
stomach.
Sold by Druggists in city or country
everywhere
at $1 per bottle, or by application to

Lewiston.
DeWitt House, Lewiston. Waterhouse S Mellsn,

COBB

No. 35 St. Lawrence St.

to keep it on hand ready tor Immediate
use, iu case ot Summer or Bowel Complaints.
C. DUNN.
The above Mr. Dunn Is in our emplov, and we can
vouch for the above statement being true.

Cornish.
Cornish House—E. Dunning, Proprietor.

F.

before had a medicine give her such comfort—
and such appetite—and such sleep—and such courage—and such strength. She wouldn’t try to keep
house again without it, &c., &c. it is my opinion
that the Nervine is tbe best tonic and corrective of
the iemale organization that has ever come under mv

73.

Sept

Would intorm his friends and the public generally,

every family

Cape Elizabeth.J
Ooean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Proprietor,

OVAL.

M

longer, when my further attendance was not inquired. Since her recovery I have seen her but once.
She seems pertectly well. Her joy over restored
health is naturally enough most enthusiastic. She

be

can

commodious
WITH
be obtained at 32 Danforth st.
nished,
12-dtf

BEST.

instruction given, and satisfaction guaranteed.
With these assurances, your careful and candid
examination is most respectfully and earnestly solicited.
M. J. CHAPIN'& CO, Agents,
86 Exchange Ml., Portland, rile.
Machines of all kinds repaired.
sepl5d&w3m
Full

Testimony.

New Haven, Ct., June 1, 1867.
Mtsars C. G. Clark & Co.
Gents .—Being anxious, from tlie great benefit derived, to assist in spreading the fame ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, I would state my case. Sometl ingover
a year
ago, 1 bad a violent attack ot Diarrhoea, which
lasted eight weeks, during which time I employed
three
physicians^ but without relief, until I tried
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. The first dose helped me; {
took It three times a day lor a week, anil was entirely cured; and 1 believe to-day that it saved my life.
Being attacked in a similar way this season, 1 took
one dose, which pnt me all right.
I would advise

gentlemen

TO LET.

SEWING MACHINES
THE

constitutional invigorant Dodd's Nervine only was
prescribed. I had some time before become acquainted with its properties, ami knew ot nothing
more sate or satisfactory in its
probable effects. And
tbe result completely justified my expectation. In
less than a fortnight the bowels had become tree and
regular in their movements, the night-sweats disappeared, and appetite began to grow. The fainting
spells became less trequent, and soon ceased altogether. In another fortnight there was no more
cough, tbe vaginal discharge was sensibly diminishing, sleep was normal and relreshing, and the general health decidedly improved. What rerna ns is
soon told.
The patient continued tbe use of the
Nervine, (and no other medicine) for some weeks

Board.

An Office

For the purpose ot caryiug

AIKEN,
E. Church,

A

WEED

pepsia.

ISAAC
Beaver St. M.

Gentleman and Wife can be accommodated witli
pleasant rooms and board. Also a few single
oc31dlw*ttf
gentlemen at 17 Federal st.

rooms

(Successor to J. Smith Si Co.)

Blessing.”

Boarders Wanted.

Board,

OVAlTi

R E TVI

ation ot the cervix uteri. The uterine
inflammation,
which was evidently
assuming a chronic form, was
also aggravated by long-stauding
constipation,
palpitation of the heart, night-sweats, cough, poor appetite, and almost daily tainting:*. She fainted to
entire insensibility during one of
my first visits. I
commenced, ot course, by such active local treatment as the ulceration demanded, ami then
applied
myself to a recuperation of the geueral health. It
was inconvenient to see her
frequently, and except
to mark the healing ot tbe ulcers, iu tbe
early stages,
1 visited lier only every other week. For tonic and

AGENTS
WANTED. JES?, ^
book ot solid worth

AND ROOMS.

can

*‘Extreme Case” Cured.

Hotel

luakers. to go to Saco. Enquire at 292 Com’l at,
JOSEPH HOBSON,
Portland, or oi
No l Spring’s Island, Biddetord.
seplOdtt

TWO

BROTHERS.

REMOVALS.

LESTER SEXTON.

Rev. L. F.

Messrs.

BEN’J COLBY, State Agent.
sepl9eod3m
49} Exchange *t.
Wanted.
or Twenty
good Sugar Box Shook

TiE >r., Q

HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS W

Cannon

Physician.)'

a

months ago I was called to attend a lady of
Williamsburg, N. Y., who hail long been suffering
Iroin troublesome uterine disease.
Its presence was
marked by constant vaginal
discharge, sometimes
ol watery consistency and sometimes 01
creamy and
muco-purulent. She had been under treatment tor
some time, but eonstantly grew worse.
Vaginal examination disclosed extensive induration and ulcer-

never

accommodated with a
pleasant furnished room at No. 33 Danforth
Street.
nov9dlm

April 4-eodtf

Mr. Lester Sexton, a wholesale
merehunt of 30 years, in Milwauone

Liberal terms eflered.

Prin-

For particulars address

EATON

KCommunicated by

AT

cuss.

Certificate.

anew

received into the

SAMUEL

It is a sovereign Remedy, while for Fever and Ague,
ami all those diseases which are generated in a miasmatic climate, it is a certain preventative and cure.
That its wonderful medicinal virtues may not stand
alone upon our statement, we append a few unsolicited testimonials from those whoso position in society and reputation as citizens will place their evidence beyond all question, and carry with them
strength and conviction to tUe most incredulous.

kee.

Equitable Life Assurance Society.

BOARD

They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direction necessary
to a rapid advancement in their studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.

Derangements,

Dead Man's* Gulch.

reliable Agents wanted to canvass

FIFTEEN

a

your bad feel-

How soon it will
ings and gloomy foreboding**.
chase away any species ot Dyspepsia. How soon it
will give you new life and vigor, and how soon it will
make a w’ell man or woman of you. For your own

sake tor the sake of everybody
entreat you to try it.

for the
ACTIVE

WESTON, Principal.

family of the
PUPILS
cipals where they enjoy the privileges ot pleasant home.

yourselves and children trom an early grave, if you
'would have health and energy and strength, again we
beg you to try one bottle ot

You wrill

Wanted!

Agents
and

Middle Street.

(Established 1856.)

BOWELS!

Dyspepsia

109

Qj

Norridgewock, Maine.

If you
Reader, we repeat it, this is Dyspepsia.
would have proot o* our siatemen, if you would save

and

HOTELS.

EDWARD P.

Wanted!
COAT MAKERS. Apply to
FRED. PROCTOR,

CUSTOM
KM if

Circular to

for

oc2«eod4w

they are surely dying.

Coe’s

Wanted I
YOUNG GENTLEM AN with the highest credentials wishes to obtain a situation as Book
Keeper, or General Clerk, in some mercantile bouse
in this city. Address Box 1668, Portland P. O.
October 27. dtt

Study, Recreation, Gymnastics,
Health, Manners, Morals.
Apply

REFINERY,

Grand Trunk R.
K.,

A

SESSION

surfer and die this way, and neither themselves nor
their physicians know what ails them, except that

signed.
Putting his copy carefully in his inemoiandum-book, aud buttoning" up his coat, be
drew a deep breath^and as large, generous
tears rolled, one by one, down on his breast,

In California a miner had died in a mountain digging, and, being much respected, his
acquaintances resolved to give him a square
funeral,” instead of putting the body in the
usual way in any roughly-made hole, and saying by way of service lor the dead, thargoes
another bully boy under!” They sought the
service of a miner who bore the reputation of
having, at one time of his career, been “ a
powerful preacher in the States.” And then,
Far Western fashion, all knelt around the
grave while the extemporized parson delivered a prodigiously long prayer. The miners,
tired of this unaccustomed opiate, to while
away the time, began fingering the earth, digger fashion, about the grave.
Gradually looks were exchanged; whispering increased, until it became loud enough to
attract the attention of their parson. He
opened his
eyes and stared at the whispering
miners. *• Wliat is it, boys ?” Then, his eyes
lighted on sparkling scales of gold, he shouted, “Gold, by jingo! and the richest kind
o’diggins’—the congregation’s dismissed!” Instantly every man began to prospect the new
digging, our clerical friend not being the least
active of the number. The body had to bo
removed and buried elsewhere, but the memory of the Incident yet lives in the name of
the locality, lor Dead Man’s Gulch” became
one of the richest localities in California.

Family

WILL COMMENCE ON
WINTER
Wednesday, Nov. 25th.

all, Indigestion or Constipation, are nothing more or
less than Dyspepsia.
Thousands upon thousands

your name there right under mine. Now
make a duplicate of thiswhich we both

School,

Family & Day School,

Is urged upon the attention and trial ot suffeiers
from this most horrible of all diseases.
Dyspepsia
show’s its ravages in a thousand different torms(such
as Sick Headache, Heartburn, Depression, general
sense of uneasiness and feeling that you are not well.
Food distresses you,rises and sours on your stomach;
breath is bad; skin at times is flushed and hot; don’t
feel as it you could move or stir about, and worst of

•aid:
“Friend L-, this is a big thing. Think
of my giving this up-al my time of life! Now
in my old age! And yet it must be done!
He deliberately signed his name.
“Now,” he continued, “you witness it—put

me

Blue

are

AND

STOMACH

SUGAR

sattaH!e

October 31-dlmFORE STREET.

College l

EATON

ing of Food, Flatulency,Lassitude, Weariness, Biliousness, and all disorders of the

Toice:

Principal.

THE

Acidity of Stomach, Ris-

ness or

EAGLE

Winter Term will commence MONDAY,
Nov 30th, and continue 13 weeks.
Send for a Catalogue.
H. P. TORSEY, President.
Kent’s Hill, Nov 3,1868.
no9d3w

Little

the

wanted;

Wesleyan Seminary

And Female

the ft*niniei'.

near

dtt

Opposite

Maine

Dyspepsia Cure.

or

»

November 5.

Board and Tuition reasonable. Text Books furnished by the Principal at Portland Prices.
THOS. H. MEAD. Secretary.
North Bridgtou, Oct 30, 1868.
no9eod&w3w

Cure.

Dyspepsia

Coe’s

HEALTH /
the best medicines, probably the best ever
lor the numerous and distressing ailments known as FEMALE
COMPLAINTS, ?9
Dodd s Nervine and Invigorator.
Headache, Pain in
Hie Back and Limbs,
Palpitation ot the Heart,
Faintness, Loss ot Appetite, Bearing-down Pain,
Prostration ot Strength. Retained,
Excessive, Irregular or Painful Menses
all yield to its magic
For Hysteria,
power.
Ac.,
Epilepsy,
Melancholy,
it is all but infallible. It is also
most valuable to
luates who are
the change incident to
experiencing
advanced years. Then it is that constitutional maladies make their
appearance, if any be lurking about
and give caste to remaining djys.
15®, fystcm
Nerviue an‘i Invigorator greatly assists naP„_
!
ture at this important
period, maintaining the vigor
and tranquility of early
life, and carrvlng them with
ease and satety
through.
One ot

Some

desk room
j} lumished office
P PostT Office.
Address “A. H. F.,” Boy

Term ol this Institution will comTUESDAY. Dec 1,1668. and continue ten

mence

JOHN G. WIGHT, A. M„

That all my secret being trembles through,—
Or sounds the blackbird's note more human true
Than all the songs of June trom greenwood bower?
Deep meanings haunt the grove and sunny glades,
Strange, dearness broods along the hazy slopes,
A vaaue but tender awe my breast pervades,
That hints of shadowy doubt, yet is not (ear;
While musing quiet stirs with drowsy hopes,
And Nature’s loving heart seems doubly near.

be said:
“It’s done. Now, L-, stand by
it will all be well.”

Wanted.

Winter

THE

cen-

RAILROADS.

J. B. HUGHES,

CAN BE FOUND

prescribed,

important

tForSugRar.BAKRELS’
Price for first quality, 35 cts, at the
Academy ! 20.000

Brirfglon

DR.

IN POOR

School.

low Danforth street, WEDNESDAY, November
18th. Terms $2 tor six weeks.
MonApplications received it No 1 Salem street,
nol4d3t*
day and Tuesday preceding.

weeks.

LADIES

—

with

C. DURGIN.

ELIZA

Private

Dyspepsia

Portland

required as
None that cannot respond as a ove need nnnlv
Direct answer to Box 1934 with full
addressand
references.
no 12dlw*

Ming
Coe’s

1

Best of references
to integrity, ability and habitj

1'BOCTOR will open a School on the
Kindergarten plan,in the School Room formerly
occupied by Miss Williams, on Brackelt street, be-

Flaunts though the hidings of your dewy glooms!
And thou, in leafy twilights wont to be,
maid, hweet-tliuuglit nt Sadness, come away,
fchy
And here beneath this hemlock’s drooping plumes,

Federal St

95

GOOD
A tral
business qualifications.

Pupils,
will be received, in Languages, Penmanship or
Bookkeeping. For lurther particulars apply at 28
High Street.
16-eod2w*

Exchange,

Wanted!
Double-Entry Book-keeper,

Winter Term of this School will begin Mon-

nov

Lhi

O. D.

Inventor’s
novl2-d3t*

THE
day, Nov. 30th.
not otherwise connected with the School,

earthly

Elliott

ately.

and temale. Terms reasonable.
Day sessions commence Wednesday, Dec 2d.
Entrance No. 99, Lewis block, opposite the St. Julian.
G, W. NOYES, Principal.
November 16. d3t

Casco St. Seminary.

shame
The trodden vintage reeking on the lees,
A nd ivied Beech with sanguine cinctures lair
As in the long days past, fraternal trees,
With you, what’er your gladness, let me share!

pensive, retrospection

tor in-

ITEDICAL.
-■=

A

for

flow,
Streams joy and summer to the shades below!
And thou, brown-dappled Oak. and Maple gay,
In rippling waves of many-timed flame.
Lithe Birch gold-hued, thin Ash, whose dyes might

muse with

Nov.

this
struction in ttie beauties ot

|

general Agent tor the State ot Maine for one
ot the best Labor Saving Machines, tor household use ever Invented, entirely new—sells to
nearly
A responsible, first class bu-ine-'s
every family.
man will be liberally dealt with.
Apply immedi-

16th,
Dyspepsia Cure. BEGINS (Monday) Evening,
Penmanship, ArithOpen
all, male
metic, English Grammar, &c.

Coe’s

MISCELLANEOUS.
—-

W^VT\T3EI> !

SCHOOL

EVENING

I.

With

__WANTED

ANIME-SEKU,
Golds, Shorttess of Breath,
Asthma, Ac.

eoiliSw.lm

c AT A If RI1.
Dtt. DUBOIS’

excellent Medicine has the extraordinary
property ot immediately relieving COUGHS,
Ob1
COLDS, HOARSENESS.
DIFFICULTY
BREATHING, WHOOPING COUGH and Ill'SKINESS of the THROAT. It operates by dissolving
the congealed phlegm, and causing Iree expectora

THIS

Warranted

October

PORTLAIKB,

'cu™

i„-

MB.
d«m

UEIXISCU’S

Scissors

and

A

FTLl

Tailors

SENTER,
nnpjdtimo*

»•£

,maV

ASfltOKT.HK.'VT

04 Exchange Ml.

bv iswo one
package.
This Kemedg has met with great success
F^’
anti hat cured thousands oj the
worst cases
Catarrh causes Dropping in the Throat it
and Slutting. Sounds ia the Head \v, r ‘fl"kln*
ness. Headache, Tightness
ralgta Hoarseness, tanker. Brum hltis Holr'i rfu
ease. Asthma, and fluallv emllni lu the
w»or
ot mankind—CON Sl.\1 PTlON
s
if
7 *" Dru*gists. Price dl per package
Wholesale Ag- nts, Geo. c. Goodwin A Co
,3* Han0
»*-. Boston.
11T It ore
7'J Friend street.
Pr°Pr,etor,
Boston, where the HeineUv may be u*>re.i, iree of
oxyemje. bend for Circular.
•ept^toetiiiutS; w

acr^'i,"

Shears!

FOR 8ALE BY

LOWEELL Jb

Car.- thai Loathsome
Di»rate.

CO.,Pron'rs,

29._

ta

CATARRH Is a disease little understood bv i,h,„
ciaus; in tact many say there is in. cate
hundred, will teofty . having he,,.
entire,
by using t»R. DUBOIS' CAT ARK I CO.It*tivX
Padints will not have to use m .re than
packages before they revolve a beni-ilt.
Severe oasoo
..
severe
have been cured

troubled with that unpleasant
tickling
throat, which deprives them 01 rest
night alter night, by ihe Incessant cough which it
provoke., will, by taking one dose, Hud immediate
relict; and one boltie in most ca.es will effect a cure
ty For sale bv Druggists generally.
are

in the

A. M.D1XSMORE Jk

«CBOpEAW

CATARRH R EME1) Y.

tion.

Persons who

GREAT

j

YlV11’]1W^l
wfcmri

